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Abstract
In this paper we first propose a framework of structure-preserving submersions, which
generalises the concept of a Riemannian submersion, and dualises the concept of subgeo-
metry, or “structure-preserving immersions”. The emphasis of our approach is on making
precise the free variables and the degree of freedom in a given system, thus making the
messy calculations in such problems more bearable and, more importantly, algorithmic.
In particular, we derive the degrees of freedom of Riemannian submersions and of Weyl
submersions. Then we apply our framework to the study of relativistic dissipationless flow
and shear-free flows, obtaining generalisations of the classical Herglotz–Noether theorem
to conformally flat spacetime in all dimensions and a partial result of Ellis conjecture to
all dimensions.
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Introduction
0.1 Structure-preserving submersion
What is a “structure-preserving submersion”? To answer this question, we first need to
know what is meant by a submersion. Let M and N be smooth manifolds and f :M → N
a smooth map with constant rank. If rank f , which can be defined as the rank of the
Jacobian matrix with respect to any local coordinate systems on M and N , is equal to
dimN , then the map f is said to be a submersion. Of course, when rank f = dimM , the
map is an immersion. It is in this sense that immersions and submersions can be considered
the dual of each other. Even though the definitions involve two manifolds M and N and
a map between them, it is usually more intuitive to consider submersions and immersions
as occurring on a single manifold. Thus in the case of immersions, the manifold M is
thought as a local submanifold in N , and similarly a submersion is locally considered to be
a foliation on M .
In the case of immersions, geometrical and physical problems motivates that we consider
the geometrical structures on M induced from a certain geometrical structure on N . For
example, if N is equipped with an Riemannian metric, thenM is equipped with the induced
metric, which is simply the pullback under the map f . It is easy to show that this induction
of metric structure always exists, and is uniquely defined. However, this is not always the
case: for example, the induced structure is not uniquely defined if the structure under
consideration is a projective connection. In any case, since it is easy to think in terms
of submanifolds, how the induced structure can be defined in a given situation is usually
obvious. A particular point of view is also useful for many problems: sometimes our interest
is only focused on what happens on the immersed manifold. In this case, the details of
the structure on N is only relevant in an infinitesimal neighbourhood of f(M). Thus,
for example, we can define an “ambient geometry” of an immersed Riemannian manifold,
which is completely determined by the metric on it together with the second fundamental
form.
As submersion is the “dual” of immersion, what we aim to do in this paper is, by analogy
with the above consideration about induction of structures due to immersion, constructing a
framework in which we can study the induction of structure due to submersions. Of course,
in specific cases, such works have already been done, the most prominent being the the
theory of Riemannian submersions [27,34,35]: these are Riemannian manifoldsM on which
we have a number of vector fields defined, and the Lie derivative of the metric under any of
these vector fields vanishes. Such vector fields then defines a foliation on the manifold, and
the quotient manifold by this foliation is equipped with an Riemannian metric. However,
even when restricted to Riemannian submersions, the conventional approach has several
shortcomings: in the conventional approach, such a structure is defined, and shown to be
completely defined, by a metric on the reduced space N and several “gluing tensors” on
M , together with a set of “structure equations” for the submersion [27]. This requires
a special coordinate system on M , compatible with the foliation, but otherwise the local
symmetries of the problem is left unclear. Furthermore, an over-emphasis on the use of
connections on such spaces makes calculations difficult in such problems, even for relatively
simple problems.
The present approach, based on the method of moving frames [12,29], is in a sense mo-
tivated by the study of “ambient geometries” in immersions by considering on the relevant
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data. In particular, our “data” takes into account the local symmetries of the problem:
indeed, our approach is fundamentally based on the considerations of these symmetries.
As a result, our approach makes clear the functional dependence of the variables in such
a theory. At the same time, since the method of moving frames applies in general to any
“generalised geometry” based on a particular model of homogeneous space, our theory ap-
plies in all cases where the submersions preserves such a geometrical structure and is not
restricted to metric theories.
Even when studying the problems of Riemannian submersions, our framework presents
considerable advantage over the traditional approach based on the theory of connections.
Problems related to submersions are notoriously difficult since the number of variables
involved is huge, and the variables are almost never independent. Furthermore, one really
has to be a veteran in differential geometry in order to be able to successfully obtain useful
results by this approach, since when faced with a problem, there is no general strategy for
proceeding. By contrast, our method, based on the theory of moving frames, is algorithmic,
so we always have a strategy for tackling any given problem. Furthermore, the degree of
freedom of the general theory and particular realisations can be easily calculated using a
method based on moving frames [25], so we are no longer dealing with a mess of interrelated
quantities whose interrelations we know little about. Also, since we work mainly in the
principal bundles, problems involving differential operators in the usual approach become
algebraic problems in our approach, and these are much easier to manipulate. Lastly
but most importantly, as we shall show, in the principal bundle a structure-preserving
submersion essentially amounts to a reduction of the structural group of this bundle, and
hence translates to the reduction in the number of independent variables. This will be the
key of solving many problems which are traditionally too messy to deal with.
0.2 Relativistic flows
We will, in the second part of this paper, discuss applications of our framework of structure-
preserving submersions to the study of relativistic flows, especially the flows of Born-rigid
(dissipationless) type and of shear-free type. As we will show, that the theory of Born-rigid
flow [18,24,28] corresponds exactly to Riemannian submersions of codimension 1. By using
the methods developed in the first part of the paper, we easily obtain results concerning
the degrees of freedom of Born-rigid flows of various type. Then we deal with the classical
theorem of Herglotz–Noether, which states that in Minkowski spacetime of four dimensions
any rotational Born-rigid flow must be an isometry. This theorem, which is classically very
messy to prove [23, 24, 28, 31, 32, 36, 37] and has applications in unexpected places such as
in AdS-CFT correspondences [2,8], becomes almost trivial using our approach. Further, it
is immediately clear that the theorem also holds for all dimensions and all homogeneous
spaces. With a little calculation, we show that for conformally flat spaces, the theorem also
holds for all dimensions greater than three, generalising the four dimensional extension by
Estabrooks and Wahlquist [32].
Next, we use our method to study flows that still has vanishing shear but possibly
non-vanishing expansion, for which the theory of Riemannian submersion is inapplicable,
and show that this is modelled exactly by submersions preserving Weyl structures. Then
we study a purely geometrical partial result of the celebrated Ellis conjecture [38–44], and
generalise this result easily to all dimensions.
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0.3 Further applications
Besides the topic of relativistic fluid treated in this paper, there are other important ap-
plications of the theory of structure-preserving submersions. Below we will mention two
areas of applications, which will be discussed in further works.
As we have mentioned, the gist of structure-preserving submersions is reduction of the
number of independent variables, and hence obviously the theory has direct application to
the problems of dimensional reduction: Kaluza–Klein, de Witt, and Pauli [45]. Note that,
of these reductions, only the “old” Kaluza–Klein theory is treatable using Riemannian
submersions, whereas the rest requires the more general theory of structure-preserving
submersions.
As will be discussed in this paper, any isometry of Riemannian spaces is automatically
a Riemannian submersion. Thus we can use the framework of structure-preserving submer-
sions to study spaces with symmetries, the obvious benefit being that in this way we have
a reduction of independent variables. And by using different models, such studies do not
need to be not restricted to isometries. In particular, the theory can be directly applied
to the study of black holes of various dimensions, lagrangians with symmetries, and simple
quantum systems with symmetrical properties.
The theory of structure-preserving
submersion
1 Definition of a structure-preserving submersion
1.1 The definition
We assume the reader is familiar with the language of moving frames, Cartan’s generalised
geometries and exterior differential systems. See [29] for review of these topics.
Definition. Let prM : P → M and prN : Q → N be two Cartan’s generalised spaces,
namely, M and N are the base manifolds, and P and Q are the principal bundles over M
and N respectively. Let πi, i = 1, . . . ,dimN and πµ be the Cartan connection on Q, in
which the πi are the horizontal forms and πµ are the vertical forms. Let ωi, i = 1, . . . ,dimN ,
ωa, a = dimN + 1, . . . ,dimM and ωα be the Cartan connection on P , in which the ωi
and ωa are the horizontal forms and the ωα are the vertical forms. A structure-preserving
submersion is a solution (i.e., an integral variety) of the exterior differential system
(1.1) πi = ωi
with the independence conditions given by the forms
πi, πµ, ωa
together with those of the forms
ωα
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corresponding to the Lie algebra having trivial actions on the forms πi, and having the
space of forms ωa as an invariant subspace.
This definition is formulated such that it is as concise as possible and if we accept it, we
can rapidly do calculations on a structure-preserving submersion without discussing many
subtle points about structure-preserving submersions. As a price to pay, the definition is
not very intuitive.
Let us first check that it is, first and foremost, a submersion. First, generically, assume
that f : A → B is a submersion, then we can form the graph of this map, which is a
submanifold of S ⊂ A×B. It is clear that dimS = dimA. If we have a coframe ωA on A
and ωI on B, then ωA, ωI together form a coframe on A→ B. As the submanifold S arises
from the function f , the forms ι∗ωA are independent one-forms on S where ι : S → A×B
is the canonical inclusion map. On the other hand, the rank condition of the submersion
means that ι∗ωA are also independent one-forms on S. Conversely, if these conditions on
the forms are satisfied, then the submanifold S arises locally as the graph of a submersion
map.
For our problem, it is thus clear that the solution of the differential system (1.1) arises
from a submersion for which the map is f : A → B, and B = Q. The manifold A is a
little bit more complicated: it has first of all the coframe πi, πµ, ωa and ω
∗
α, where the star
over ωα meaning that only those corresponding to trivial actions on πi and preserving the
subspace of ωa are included. It is also a sub-bundle of the principal bundle P : notice that
the forms πi and ωa can be taken as a set of horizontal forms.
If, instead of dealing with the principal bundles P and Q, we deal with sections on
them, and assume that for a certain section the definition still holds when we substitute
the forms with the pullbacks of forms onto the section, with the independent conditions
now only given by πi and ωa, since the vertical forms for any section are expressible linearly
in terms of the pullbacks of the horizontal forms. Then we see that under this section, the
integral variety we have found corresponds to a submersion M → N .
To summarise, the integral variety we have found corresponds to the following situation:
M ×H
≈ //
pr1
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
A
f
//
prM

Q
prN

N ×HN
≈oo
pr1
zz✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉
M
σ // N
in the diagram above, σ : M → N is a submersion on the base manifolds M and N , and
we have found a submersion f covering σ from a certain principal bundle A over M to the
principal Q over N .
What is the principal bundle A and what is the group H? Since the map f is a submer-
sion, it is clear that the group HN is a subgroup of the group H. This is also clearly seen
from the fact that ωµ is the Maurer-Cartan forms when restricted to a vertical subspace,
which is isomorphic to HN , and ωµ, ω
∗
α together can be taken as the Maurer-Cartan forms
on H. The forms ω∗α are practically found as follows: for any Cartan connection ωA of
a principal bundle with Lie algebra g, the transformation under the right action of the
principal group itself is
h : ωA → Adh(ωA), h ∈ g.
This is the equation that we can use to determine what are the forms ω∗α. For example, if
the principal bundle P and Q both correspond to the principal bundle for geometries with
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a projective connection, then we can write the Cartan connection on P as a matrix
ω00 ω0i ω0aωi ωij ωia
ωa ωai ωab


where not all forms are independent: in particular, since we are dealing with projective
geometry, ω00 + ω11 + · · · = 0. Under the principal right action, the above connection
matrix is transformed to
h00 h0i h0a0 hij hia
0 hai hab



ω00 ω0i ω0aωi ωij ωia
ωa ωai ωab

−

ω00 ω0i ω0aωi ωij ωia
ωa ωai ωab



h00 h0i h0a0 hij hia
0 hai hab

 .
This means that we have one equation of the form
(1.2)

h00 h0i h0a0 hij hia
0 hai hab



 0 0 0ωi 0 0
0 0 0

−

 0 0 0ωi 0 0
0 0 0



h00 h0i h0a0 hij hia
0 hai hab

 =

00
0


and
(1.3)

h00 h0i h0a0 hij hia
0 hai hab



 0 0 00 0 0
ωa 0 0

−

 0 0 00 0 0
ωa 0 0



h00 h0i h0a0 hij hia
0 hai hab

 =

00
⋆


for each ωi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,dimN . These will tell us which linear combinations of h00, h0i,
h0a, hij , hia, hai and hab need to be set to known constants (zero). The complement of
those that are set to constants gives the linear combinations of the forms that are retained
in the bundle A.
Thus, we see that the group H satisfies HN ⊂ H ⊂ HM , where the subset symbol means
subgroup, and is uniquely determined by the procedure above. Another way of saying the
same thing is that A is obtained from P by a reduction of the principal bundle from the
structural group HM to H. Intuitively, the significance of this reduction is as follows: for
any structure-preserving submersions, the horizontal one-forms ωi are replaced with the
one-forms πi arising from the submersion. The πi satisfies its own structural equations
(and hence its structure is “preserved” in M), and consequently any right action in P that
“moves” πi in any non-trivial way is forbidden. Or, in the language of moving frames
(instead of coframes), a part of the frame is already fixed, so any transformation of the
frames not preserving completely this part of the frame is no longer allowed. Yet another
way of saying the same thing is: we have the frame on M , but also the frame deduced from
the one on N , which can be interpreted as a partial frame on M . We need to use some of
the degree of freedom of the group HM in order to align the frame on M with the partial
frame on N , and hence after this alignment, some of the degree of freedom of HM is lost
and we obtain the subgroup H. The reason that we also disallow mixing of ωa and πi is
that, we know that for any principal bundle, the right action of the group just changes the
choice of identity of the group in the bundle and should not have any real effect. However,
if ωa can be changed into πi by such an action, then the definition of structure-preserving
submersion will depend on such a choice, and hence our definition would make no sense.
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Thus, in summary, we have the following commutative diagram:
M ×HM
≃

M ×H
ρ˜
oo
f˜
//
≃

N ×HN
≃

P
prM

A
ρ
oo
f
//
prM

Q
prN

M M
=oo σ // N
where ρ is the inclusion map arising from the reduction of the principal bundle (note the
direction of arrow). From this diagram, we also have the following interpretation of the
integral variety in our definition: using the maps f and ρ, we pull back the coframes on P
and Q to A, and the independent forms form a co-frame on A. The map f , which covers
the submersion σ, is the structure-preserving submersion.
Note that our definition does not explicitly state that the group HN must be a subgroup
of HM , but if this is not the case, it is impossible to find any solution of the required
differential system: there must be non-trivial relations among the πµ. If this case arises
in applications, we need to start again and try to find structure-preserving submersions
preserving a subgroup of HN .
Note also it is in general impossible to define a covering submersion map directly from P
to Q: this requires us finding a submersion from the group HM to HN , which also preserves
the group structure, i.e., the map must be a surjective homomorphism. Such maps do not
in general exist, even when HN is a subgroup of HM . Thus we see that the reduction of
the principal bundle ρ is essential.
On the other hand, our definition, which only explicitly talks about the exterior differen-
tial system (1.1), makes all these discussions about reductions of bundles, etc., redundant,
even though they are certainly helpful for an intuitive understanding.
1.2 The structural equations
The use of coframes, which is more general than connections, leads us naturally to the
equivalence problem. From the general theory of equivalence problems defined by coframes
(see [33] for a review of the equivalence problem using moving frames), we know that the
structural equations of the coframe contains all the differential invariants of the problem.
For any structure-preserving submersions, our definition already gives us a co-frame, namely
the set
(1.4) πi, πµ, ωa, ω
∗
α.
The problem may also give us additional functions that must be included in the determ-
ination of the equivalence problem, though such cases are rare. Let us now study, without
specialising to specific groups, their structural equations.
The structural equations of structure-preserving submersions are deduced from four sets
of equations: the first set is the structural equations on N :
(1.5) dπi = · · · , dπµ = · · · ,
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the second set is the structural equations on M :
(1.6) dωi = · · · , dωa = · · · , dωα = · · · ,
the third set is the exterior differential system itself:
(1.7) ωi = πi, dωi = dπi,
and finally, the fourth set is the decomposition of the ωα that are not independent, which
we write as ω†α:
(1.8) ω†α = Aαiπi +Bαaωa + Cαµπµ +Dαβω
∗
β, dω
†
α = · · · .
These equations are not all independent: due to the dimension of the integral variety,
we know that from them we should deduce a set of independent structural equations, on the
left hand sides of which are the exterior derivatives of the independent one-forms (1.4). On
the other hand, all functions appearing on the right hand sides of (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8)
must be taken as differential invariants of the system. The redundant equations among
them then gives the algebraic relations among the differential invariants.
The first equations of (1.7) and (1.8) are the only one-form equations in our system. We
should immediately use them to substitute all occurrences of ωi and ω
†
α with the independ-
ent forms. Once this is done, we see that both (1.5) and (1.6) contains expressions for dπi,
both (1.7) and (1.8) contains expressions for dω†α. Using these equalities, we obtain all con-
straints of the system at this level. These constraints may make all differential invariants
that do not occur explicitly in the new coframe structural equations whose left hand sides
are the exterior derivatives of (1.4) completely expressible in terms of the invariants that
occur explicitly in the new coframe structural equations. If this is not the case, then any
invariants that do not explicitly occur at this level must be included as additional scalar
functions in the equivalence problem, which shows that the co-frame does not uniquely
determine the structure-preserving submersion. This is analogous to the case in immersion
where the induced structure on the submanifold is not uniquely defined.
The relations among the differential invariants obtained above will be called the defining
relations for them. There are two other kinds of relations for them.
One kind of such relations is called the generic relations and they involve the coframe
derivatives of the differential invariants. For example, if I is any invariant, possibly with
indices, then its coframe derivative is defined as
(1.9) dI = I;iπi + I;aωa + I;µωµ + I;αω
∗
α,
but this defining equation can be immediately differentiated again, which may generate
higher order coframe derivatives. The generic relations are just the relations d2I = 0.
Note that the coframe derivatives I;i, I;a, Iµ, Iα are considered algebraically independent
quantities unless there is an explicit relation for them, which.
The next kind is called the Bianchi relations: these are obtained by exterior differen-
tiating (1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8) and use the identity d2 = 0. Deriving these relations is
usually a rather tedious process, so it is important to note the following in order to reduce
unnecessary work: for example, we can calculate d2πi by either exterior differentiating the
equation in (1.6), or the equation in (1.7), but we only need to differentiate one of them
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since they imply each other. Indeed, we have already obtained relations for the invariants
which makes the relation dπi = dωi and identity, so d
2πi = d
2ωi = 0 is an identity as well.
The same reasoning applies to the equations involving ω†α.
The last kind of these relations is called the derived relations. For example, let f(I) = 0
be an algebraic relation (zero form equation) of the previous kinds. Then a relation can
be obtained by exterior differentiating: df(I) = 0. Of course, derived relations can be
further derived to obtain an infinite tower of relations, but if we truncate the tower of
differential invariants by only considering invariants whose number of indices is less than a
given number, then the total number of relations at this stage is finite.
If at any stage a relation we obtain is incompatible, for example of the form 1 = 0, this
simply means that no required integral variety exists. In particular, it is easy to show by
considering the structural constants of the groups that, if HN is not a subgroup of HM ,
then incompatibility will occur.
2 Riemannian submersion
We now give our first example of a consistent structure-preserving submersion. This is
none other than the case of Riemannian submersion. It should be clear from our exposition
below how similar procedures can be applied to other groups whenever the submersion is
consistent, and when something that we do is specific for Riemannian structures we will
mention so explicitly.
2.1 The structure of a Riemannian submersion
Here the appropriate group is HM = SO(m), HN = SO(p). We assume m > p: the
case m = p amounts to a rather awkward study of isometries. In matrix notation, the
connection on Q is
(2.1)
(
0 0
πi πij
)
, πij = −πji.
and the connection on P is
(2.2)

 0 0 0ωa ωab ωai
ωi ωia ωij

 , ωab = −ωba, ωij = −ωji, ωai = −ωia.
The Q structural equations are
(2.3)
{
dπi = −πij ∧ πj ,
dπij = −πik ∧ πkj +
1
2Sijkl π
k ∧ πl.
And the P structural equations are
(2.4)
{
dωµ = −ωµν ∧ ων ,
dωµν = −ωµλ ∧ ωλν +
1
2Rµνρλ ω
ρ ∧ ωλ,
where the index µ runs over both the ranges i and a.
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Let us find the independent forms on the reduced principal bundle: these will obviously
include πi, ωa and πij . On the other hand, the action (1.2) is now just the linear action on
vector spaces. Thus we require (
hab hai
hia hij
)(
0
⋆
)
= 0,
where ⋆ can be anything. This requires hai = 0, hij = 0, and by the symmetry of the Lie
algebra, hia = 0 as well. Note that the Lie subalgebra obtained thus preserves the subspace
of the ωa as well, hence ωab are independent forms on the reduced bundle.
For the non-independent forms, ωi = πi. For ωai = −ωia, we can write
ωai = −ωia = Kiabωb −Mijaπj +Aaibcωbc +Baijkπjk.
Let us use the equation dπi = dωi immediately. This gives πij ∧ πj = ωij ∧ πj + ωia ∧ ωa,
which is
πij ∧ πj = ωij ∧ πj − (Kiabωb −Mikaπk +Aaibcωbc +Baijkπjk) ∧ ωa.
On the right hand side, all terms not involving πi need to vanish. This gives
Aaibc = 0, Baijk = 0, Kiab = Kiba.
With this, we have
(πij − ωij +Mijaωa) ∧ πj = 0,
which shows that we need to have
ωij = πij +Mijaωa + Cijkπk, Cijk = Cikj.
However, the indices on ωij and πij are both antisymmetric. Symmetrising, we have
M(ij)aωa +C(ij)kωk = 0,
hence
Mija = −Mjia, Cijk = −Cjik,
but Cijk is antisymmetric in the first two indices while symmetric in the last two indices,
hence it is zero, Cijk = 0. This property is due to the property of the orthogonal group: if
we use the general linear group, there will be a differential invariant Cijk.
Now we know how to express the dependent forms in terms of the independent ones:

ωi = πi,
ωij = πij +Mijaωa,
ωai = Kiabωb −Mijaπj,
Mija = −Mjia, Kiab = Kiba.
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2.2 The connection
Riemannian geometry is a “nice” geometry in the sense that all of its differential invariants
are tensors. This means that in the coframe derivatives given by (1.9), only those coframe
derivatives with respect to the horizontal forms are algebraically independent. We can
prove this easily: expanding the Bianchi relation for d2πi = 0, we have
0 = 12Sijkl;mπm ∧ πk ∧ πl +
1
2Sijkl;mnπmn ∧ πk ∧ πl
− 12Siklmπl ∧ πm ∧ πkj +
1
2Skjlmπik ∧ πl ∧ πm
− 12Sijklπkm ∧ πm ∧ πl +
1
2Sijklπk ∧ πlm ∧ πm,
the underlined indices mn meaning that it should be considered a single index: it is the
derivation index with respect to πmn. If we focus on the terms involving forms like πmn ∧
πk ∧ πl, we see that Sijkl;mn is expressed linearly in terms of Sijkl itself, which is what we
want to show. But this expression is just the transformation of a tensor quantity with the
indices ijkl in the principal bundle Q! By the same argument, Sµνρλ transforms as a tensor
in P . These immediately imply that they both transform as tensor quantities in the bundle
A by considering the effects of the pullbacks.
Using entirely similar argument, by considering the relation d2ωia = 0 for example, it
is straightforward, though a bit tedious, to show directly that the functions Mija and Kiab
transforms as tensors in the bundle A, with all their indices tensor indices. This justifies,
a posteriori, our calling the forms (1.4) the connection on the bundle A. If we denote the
connection on A by ∇, we see that for a tensor aai, we have
∇aai ≡ aai;j ωj + aai;b ωb = daai + ωab abi + πij aaj .
The transformation laws for all other indices can be deduced by extending this formula
linearly. This connection is not the same as the Levi-Civita connection on the bundle P :
indeed, it is related to the Levi-Civita connection by the relation we already derived
ωij = πij +Mijaωa.
As we will see shortly, it is under the connection on A that any quantities that are invariant
on each leaf of the foliation (for example Sijkl) have all their covariant derivatives with
respect to the a indices vanishing. If we use the connection deduced directly from the
Levi-Civita connection on P , we have a much more difficult situation.
We can augment this connection with the following construction. From the structural
equations on A, we have dπi = −πij∧πj, so the distribution defined by πi = 0 is completely
integrable: the integral varieties are just the fibres of the submersion, and every fibre is
projected into a single point of M under the submersion.
dωab = −ωac ∧ ωcb − ωai ∧ ωib +
1
2Rabcd ωc ∧ ωd +Rabci ωc ∧ ωi +
1
2Rabij ωi ∧ ωj,
which, after expansion of the non-independent forms,
dωab = −ωac ∧ ωcb +KiacKibd ωc ∧ ωd +
1
2Rabcd ωc ∧ ωd (mod πi).
Hence if we define
(2.5) Sabcd = Rabcd +KiacKibd −KiadKibc
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then Sabcd is the Riemannian curvature tensor on the fibres. It is algebraically equivalent
to Rabcd, so in principle we can take either set to be independent, but practically it is
obviously much better to take Sabcd due to its interpretation. Unlike Sijkl, it can vary in
both the ωi and ωa directions.
Thus, schematically, the connection ∇ on A splits into two parts, one part πij gives
the curvature on N , whereas the other part ωab gives the curvature on the fibres. It is,
however, the “gluing data” Mija, Kiab that is most interesting for the structure-preserving
submersion.
2.3 The curvature
The second equation of (2.3) gives the Riemannian curvature of the space N , and all the
forms appearing in this equation are independent. The second equation of (2.4) gives the
Riemannian curvature of the space M , but many of the forms appearing on either side are
not independent. Substituting with the independent forms, we first have, for the Equations
for ωia:
dωia = − ωij ∧ ωja − ωib ∧ ωba +
1
2Riajk ωj ∧ ωk +Riajb ωj ∧ ωb +
1
2Riabc ωb ∧ ωc.
The left hand side gives
dωia = d(Mija ωj −Kiab ωb)
=Mija;b ω
b ∧ ωj +Mija;k ω
k ∧ ωj −Kiab;c ωc ∧ ωb −Kiab;j ωj ∧ ωb
−Mkja πik ∧ ωj −Mika πjk ∧ ωj −Mijc ωac ∧ ωj
+Kkab πik ∧ ωb +Kicb ωac ∧ ωb +Kiac ωbc ∧ ωb
+Mija(−πjk ∧ ωk)−Kiab(−ωbc ∧ ωc −Kjbc ωc ∧ ωj −Mijb ωi ∧ ωj).
while the right hand side gives
dωia = Kibc ωc ∧ ωba −Mikb ωk ∧ ωba
+Kjacπij ∧ ωc −Mjka πij ∧ ωk +MijbKjac ωb ∧ ωc −MijbMjka ωb ∧ ωk
+ 12Riabc ωb ∧ ωc +Riajb ωj ∧ ωb +
1
2Riajk ωj ∧ ωk.
Equating the two sides, all terms containing ωab or πij cancel (this is because we already
know that all zero-forms in the expression are tensors). The rest gives three relations
Raibc = −Kiab;c +Kiac;b −MkibKack +MkicKkab,
Raibj =MikbMjka −Mija;b −Kiab;j −KiacKjbc,
Raijk =Mija;k −Mika;j − 2MjkbKiab.
We can also calculate dωij to obtain further sets of such relations. However, since ωab is
independent, we do not get such relations for this equation, though we have already defined
Sabcd by (2.5). Thus, we have the following “dictionary” collecting what we obtain from
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above:
(2.6)


Rabcd = Sabcd −KiacKibd +KiadKibc,
Rijkl = Sijkl +MilaMjka −MikaMjla − 2MijaMkla,
Rijab =MikbMjka −MikaMjkb −Mija;b +Mijb;a +KjacKibc −KiacKjbc,
Rijkb =Mijb;k −MjkaKiab +MikaKjab +MijaKkab,
Raibc = −Kiab;c +Kiac;b −MkibKack +MkicKkab,
Raibj =MikbMjka −Mija;b −Kiab;j −KiacKjbc,
Raijk =Mija;k −Mika;j − 2MjkbKiab.
It looks as if the left hand sides contain all components of the Riemannian tensor for
the space M , but actually at this stage we can only be sure of the symmetries Rµνρλ =
−Rνµρλ = −Rµνλρ. We need the Bianchi identity Rµ[νρλ] = 0 to really obtain all compon-
ents of the Riemannian tensor Rµνρλ. We will discuss Bianchi relations later, but by our
previous discussion about the general case, we know that the Bianchi identities for Rµνρλ
can be deduced from the Bianchi relations for the coframe on A, and hence we can now
be certain that the differential invariants Sijkl, Sabcd, Mija, Kiab alone completely determ-
ine the geometry of the submersion: there are no additional functions to be considered in
addition to the coframe.
Thus, eliminating the quantities Rµνρλ, our structural equations for the coframe are
now written as
(2.7)


dπi = − πij ∧ πj,
dωa = − ωab ∧ ωb −Kiab ωb ∧ πi −Mija πi ∧ πj ,
dπij = − πik ∧ πkj +
1
2Sijkl πk ∧ πl,
dωab = − ωac ∧ ωcb +
1
2Sabcd ωc ∧ ωd
− 2Kic[a;b] ωc ∧ πi +
1
2(−2Mij[a;b] −KiacKjbc +KibcKjac)πi ∧ πj.
with the defining relations
(2.8)
Rijkl = −Rjikl = −Rijlk, Rabcd = −Rabdc = −Rbacd,
Mija = −Mjia, Kiab = +Kiba.
These are the structural relations for Riemannian submersions. From now on we will study
the submersions by considering only consequences of (2.7), and do not talk about the
bundle P or Q or the invariants Rµνρλ any more.
2.4 Algebraic relations for the invariants
What are conventionally called the “first Bianchi identities” are obtained by the relations
d2πi = 0 and d
2ωa = 0. The first gives the usual Si[jkl] = 0, whereas the second gives
Sa[bcd] = 0,
Mija;k +Mjka;i +Mkia;j =MijbKkab +MjkbKiab +MkibKjab,
−Kiab;j +Kjab;i =Mija;b +Mijb;a,
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The “second Bianchi identities” are obtained from the relations d2πij = 0 and d
2ωab = 0,
which gives
Sij[kl;m] = 0,
Sijkl;a = 0,
Sab[cd;e] = 0,
Sabcd;i = 2Aabci;d − Sabe[dK|i|c]e − SabdeKiec,
Aab[ij;k] = 2Aabc[iMjk]c,
Aabc[i;j] = −
1
2Aabij;c −Aabd[iKj]dc − SabcdMijd.
for which we have conveniently defined
Aabci = −2Kic[a;b], Aabij = −2Mij[a;b] −KaicKjbc +KibcKjac.
i.e., the structural equation for ωab is now written
dωab = −ωac ∧ ωcb +
1
2Sabcd ωc ∧ ωd +Aabci ωc ∧ πi +
1
2Aabij πi ∧ πj.
Next we come to the generic relations. Since all our invariants are tensors, the generic
relations are simply the commutation properties of our covariant derivatives. Let us try
an examples. Let I be a scalar quantity. For its second order covariant derivatives, any
algebraic relations are obtained by calculating d2I. We have
d2I = I;ab ωa ∧ ωb + (I;ai − I;ia +KiabI;b)ωi ∧ ωa + (I;jk − I;aMjka)ωk ∧ ωj.
So we have
I;ab − I;ba = 0,
I;ai − I;ia = −KiabI;b,
I;kl − I;kj = I;aMjka.
The non-zero right hand sides show non-commutativity. However, note that the right hand
side contains only derivatives of order 1 or less.
The same holds for tensor quantities. The general rule for exchanging orders of deriva-
tions is complicated, but it can be seen from the following example:
d2Tia = (Tia;kj − Tia;bMjkb −
1
2TlaSiljk −
1
2TibAabjk)ωj ∧ ωk
+ (Tia;dc −
1
2TibSabcd)ωc ∧ ωd
+ (Tia;bj − Tia;jb + Tia;cKjc;b + TicAacbj)ωj ∧ ωb.
What is important from these relations is that, if we ignore derivatives of lower order, then
covariant derivatives commute.
There now only remains what we called the derived relations. Again, since all our invari-
ants, and also their covariant derivatives, are tensors, the derived relations are obviously
the following: for example, if we have a relation Pijab = 0, then we have also Pijab;l = 0,
Pijab;c = 0, Pijab;lm = 0, Pijab;cd = 0, Pijab;lc = 0, Pijab;cl = 0, etc. If we have a product
of two invariants, for example, AaBi = 0, then by considering the exterior derivative of
the appropriate relations, it is easy to see that the “Leibniz rule” applies, and we have
Aa;jBi +AaBi;j = 0, Aa;bBi +AaBi;b = 0, etc.
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2.5 The degrees of freedom of a Riemannian submersion
We have essentially formulated a Riemannian submersion in terms of moving frames, and
obtained all the algebraic relations among the differential invariants of the system. As
discussed in [25], in this case we can deduce the degree of freedom of this system with only
minimal efforts. Let us now do this, by applying the algorithm proposed in [25].
The first thing we need to do is to find, among the differential invariants, an algebraically
independent set whose indices are arranged in a suitable (preferably decreasing) order.
Obviously, the following can be without doubt taken as independent:
Invariant Independent terms
Mija i > j
Kiab a ≥ b
Sijkl i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l
Sabcd a > b, c > d, a ≥ c, b ≥ d
Sijkl;m i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l, k ≥ m
Sabcd;e a > b, c > d, a ≥ c, b ≥ d, c ≥ e
the arrangement indices on the Riemann tensors comes directly from the discussion of
Riemannian geometry in [25].
In addition to the above, the first Bianchi identities give us two relations
M[ij|a;|k] = · · · , Mij(a;b) = −K[i|ab;|j],
using which, we can set
Invariant Independent terms
Mij[a;b] i > j, a > b
Mija;k i > j, i ≥ k
Kiab;c a ≥ b
Kiab;j a ≥ b
The only one that may require some explanation is the second one. Indeed, for Mija;k,
consider the indices i, j, k to be all distinct. To be concrete, we can write them as 1, 2, 3.
Then we can list all quantities with these indices:
M12a;3, M23a;1, M31a;2, M32a;1, M21a;3, M13a;2.
Using M(ij)a;b = 0, all those with i < j can be expressed in terms of those with i > j.
Hence we are left with
M31a;2, M32a;1, M21a;3.
There is exactly one relation among these three quantities:
M31a;2 −M21a;3 −M32a;1 = functions of zeroth order invariants,
so we can express M21a;3 in terms of the other two and zeroth order invariants. Hence in
this case we can take all normal expressions to satisfy i > j and i > k.
Consider the case where there are only two distinct indices, and to be concrete let us
assume that they are 1 and 2. Then we have the terms
M12a;1, M12a;2, M21a;1, M21a;2,
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Using the antisymmetry in the first two indices, we can reduce this set to
M21a;1, M21a;2.
In this case the relation M[ij|a;|k] is satisfied identically. Since M(ij)a = 0, we cannot have
all indices i, j, k identical. Hence, we see easily that in all these cases, the quantities are
normal if and only if
i > j, i ≥ k.
The second Bianchi identities, together with the generic and derived relations, gives
us the symmetries for all the remaining invariants. For the second Bianchi identities, the
“interesting” ones (i.e., the ones that are not of the form of a symmetry of a Riemannian
tensor) are
Sabcd;i = 2Aabci;d + · · · ,
Aab[ij;k] = · · · ,
Aabc[i;j] = −
1
2Aabij;c + · · · .
where dots denote terms of lower order. Expressing Aabij and Aabci in terms of the deriv-
atives of Mija and Kiab, these become
Sabcd;i = −2Kic[a;b]d + · · · ,
M[ij|[ab];|k] = · · · ,
Kic[a;b]j =Mij[a;b]c + · · · .
The ghastly notation M[ij|[ab];|k] simply means
1
3(Mij[ab];k +Mjk[ab];i +Mki[ab];c).
Hence for the remaining invariants: Sijkl;a all vanish, Sabcd;i we take to be independent.
There remains
Mij[a;b]c, Mij[a;b]k, Mija;kl, Kiab;cd, Kiab;cj , Kiab;jk.
Mija;kl will have normal terms satisfying
i > j, i ≥ k, k ≥ l.
Using the relation for M[ij|[a;b]|k], Mij[a;b]k will have normal terms satisfying
a > b, i > j, i ≥ k.
For Mij[a;b]c, it contains no normal terms since by our index preference they are expressed
in terms of Kic[a;b]j.
Kiab;jk will have normal terms
a ≥ b, j ≥ k,
where as Kiab;cj simply has
a ≥ b.
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The most important term is Kica;bd. First of all, Kic[a;b]d is not independent since it is
expressible in terms of Sabcd;i. Hence we should only consider Kic(a;b)d. For Kica;bd, we can
swap the first two or last two indices. For the middle two, we have
Kica;bd = Kicb;ad − Sabcd;i + · · ·
hence for counting purposes, these four indices are totally symmetric. We can arrange
Kiab;cd such that
a ≥ b ≥ c ≥ d.
So finally, we have a table of independent invariants
Invariant Independent terms
Mija i > j
Kiab a ≥ b
Sijkl i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l
Sabcd a > b, c > d, a ≥ c, b ≥ d
Mija;b i > j, a > b
Mija;k i > j, i ≥ k
Kiab;c a ≥ b
Kiab;j a ≥ b
Sabcd;i a > b, c > d, a ≥ c, b ≥ d
Sijkl;m i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l, k ≥ m
Sabcd;e a > b, c > d, a ≥ c, b ≥ d, c ≥ e
Mija;kl i > j, i ≥ k, k ≥ l
Mija;bk a > b, i > j, i ≥ k
Kiab;jk a ≥ b, j ≥ k
Kiab;cj a ≥ b
Kiab;cd a ≥ b ≥ c ≥ d
which includes all derived invariants of the Riemannian tensors Sijkl and Sabcd up to first
order, and all derived invariants of the gluing tensors Mija and Kiab up to second order.
We can take the second block above to be the involutive seeds: this means that for our
algorithm, we take the exterior differential system to be
(2.9)
{
dMija =Mija;kωk +Mija;bωb + · · · ,
dKiab = Kiab;jωj +Kiab;cωc + · · · ,
together with
(2.10)


dMija;k =Mija;klωl +Mija;bkωb + · · · ,
dMija;b =Mija;bkωk +Mija;bcωc + · · · ,
dKiab;j = Kiab;jkωk +Kiab;cjωc + · · · ,
dKiab;c = Kiab;cjωj +Kiab;cdωd + · · · ,
dSijkl = Sijkl;mωm + · · · ,
dSabcd = Sabcd;iωi + Sabcd;eωe + · · · .
The exterior derivation of (2.9) vanishes identically if we use (2.10). The algebraically
independent quantities that are written explicitly on the right hand side of (2.10) are the
involutive seeds.
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It can be verified that the conditions of involutive ordering are satisfied if we take all
indices a, b, c . . . to be greater than all indices i, j, k . . . . Thus, from the algorithm, the
number of degree of freedom is given by the number of seeds whose last index is maximal.
These are obtained only from
Sabcd;e for a = c = e = q, d ≤ b < q
and
Kiab;cd for a = b = c = d = q.
These give a total of
sp+q =
q(q − 1)
2
+ p
functions of (p+ q) variables.
There are two other characters that may be of interest:
sp+1 =
q2(q2 − 1)
2
+
pq2(q + 1)
2
,
sp =
p(p− 1)
2
+
q(q + 1)[q2 − q − 1 + p(q + 2)]
2
.
If p = 0, sp+q gives the degree of freedom for q dimensional Riemannian space. If q = 0, sp
gives the degree of freedom for p dimensional Riemannian space (in this case the formula
for sp+q does not make sense). The character sp+1 gives the minimal number of equations
we need so as to kill all degrees of freedom on the leaves. Caveat: this counting includes all
derived equations up to the order we are considering, for example, if we specifyMija = 0, we
automatically have also Mija;k = 0, Mija;b = 0, etc. Needless to say, these two characters,
being non-maximal characters in the general case, depend on to which order to which we
take the differential invariants: here first order for the Riemann tensors, and second order
for the gluing invariants.
2.6 Existence of Riemannian submersions
We now come the following problem: given a Riemannian geometry, does there exist a
structural preserving submersion on it? A first attempt would be to use (2.6) and carry
out the involutive procedure, where the right hand sides are now taken to be given functions.
This is, however, extremely messy. Instead, in [25] it was shown that the degree of freedom
of a general p+ q dimensional Riemannian geometry is
sp+q =
(p+ q)(p + q − 1)
2
.
The difference of this degree of freedom and the one we have found for a general structure
preserving Riemannian submersion is
p(p+ 2q − 3)
2
.
This number is greater than zero except for the case of p = q = 1 (if p or q is zero, then
the submersion is trivial). Thus, except for the case of p = q = 1, Riemannian spaces
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that admit structure-preserving submersions are exceptional (they have measure zero in
the space of all Riemannian geometries, roughly speaking).
For p = q = 1, the two sets of degrees of freedom match, so it could be that all 2
dimensional Riemannian spaces admit structural preserving submersions. We will now
prove that in the analytic case, this possibility is locally realised (globally, there might be
topological obstructions).
Indeed, in two dimensions, the structural equation for a Riemannian submersion is
exceptionally simple: {
dω0 = Kω1 ∧ ω0,
dω1 = 0,
where ω0 lives on the leaf, ω1 lives on the base, and there is no principal bundle: the
reduction of the principal bundle of SO(2) is complete. In other words, as long as we
can choose a section of the bundle of 2 dimensional Riemannian geometry such that the
structural equation takes the above form, this section, with its distinguished directions ω0
and ω1, furnishes a Riemannian submersion.
A general section gives {
dθ0 = aθ1 ∧ θ0,
dθ1 = bθ1 ∧ θ0.
We want to find a function t of two variables such that
d(cos t θ0 + sin t θ1) = 0,
then we can set ω0 = cos t θ0 + sin t θ1, and we are done. Expanding the above, we get
(−t,1 sin t− t,0 cos t+ a+ b)θ1 ∧ θ0 = 0.
Since now both dθ0 = 0 (mod θ0) and dθ1 = 0 (mod θ1), we can set θ0 = dx, θ1 = dy for
a certain system of coordinates (x, y). Then the equation in question becomes
sin t
∂t
∂y
+ cos t
∂t
∂x
= a(x, y) + b(x, y),
and this system is of Cauchy-Kowalewski form, hence provided a(x, y) and b(x, y) are
analytic functions, solution always exists.
2.7 The Cauchy data for Riemannian submersions.
The degree of freedom of the submersion we have calculated gives us the number of functions
we need to specify to have a well defined Cauchy problem. However, taken at face value, it
requires us to specify Kiab;cd for a = b = c = d = q and Sabcd;e for a = c = e = q, d ≤ b < q,
and these data are neither convenient nor very invariant. We will now propose some better
ways of specifying the Cauchy data, which yields a well-defined Cauchy problem.
Our aim is to kill the above two terms in the list of involutive seeds. For Sabcd;e, we
know what to do: by our discussion of Riemannian geometry, it suffices to specify the Ricci
tensor. We need to check that when we lower the index Sabcd;e when e = 1 to Sabcd;i,
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we maintain independence: this does hold. For Kiab;cd, we need q equations, and we will
simply specify the contraction of Kiab:
Ki ≡
∑
a
Kiaa.
Hence for Kiab, we now take the invariant terms to be those where not both a and b take
the maximal value. At first order, Kiab;c and Kiab;j also cannot have both a and b taking
maximal value. At second order, we have an equation of the form
Sabcd;i = Kicb;ad −Kica;bd + · · · = 2Kic[b;a]d + · · · .
If the indices a, b both take maximal value, this is an identity. If a and c take maximal value,
then Kicb;ad is no longer considered independent. This means for Kiab;cd to be independent,
when a is maximal, we require q = a > b ≥ c ≥ d. There is also no problem when we lower
Kiab;cd to Kiab;cj .
Granted these, the character sp+q is zero now. The contribution to sp+q−1 now comes
from two parts. The first part, having its origin in Sabcd;e on which the Ricci tensor condition
has been imposed, is
q(q − 3)
when q ≥ 3. When q = 2 it is zero, and for q = 1 the case needs to be treated separately,
since we pass directly to the reduced space (this case will be treated in a later chapter).
There are only two contributions from Kiab;cd now, namely
Kiab;cd, a = q or q − 1, b = c = d = q − 1.
So the degree of freedom is now
sp+q−1 = 2p+ (sq−1 for the Einstein theory of dimension q).
Instead of specifying the Ricci tensor, we can also directly specify the metric of the fibre
at each point of the space. Then Sabcd and all its derivatives are no longer independent,
and it is easy to see that for this case, the degree of freedom is simply (q > 1)
sp+q−1 = 2p,
the system is still involutive, showing that it is always consistent to specify any geometry
of the fibres independently at each point on the reduced manifold. On the other hand,
attempting to reduce the order where the first non-vanishing character occur down to the
reduced manifold by directly specifying an equation on Kiab would lead to compatibility
problems, shown by the fact that under such constraints the system of invariants can no
longer be considered a system of involutive seeds.
3 Weyl submersion of codimension 1
Here we study a special case of affine submersion: the Weyl submersion. The aim is to give
a non-Riemannian illustration of our procedure, but more importantly, to derive results
that will be used in the second part of this paper. As many calculations and reasoning are
similar to the Riemannian case, we will be much more brief here.
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3.1 The structure of Weyl geometry as a generalised space.
Weyl geometry is constructed by adding a scaling degree of freedom to Riemannian geo-
metry 1 and, unlike the more general conformal geometry, remains an affine geometry. On
the base manifold, we set up an orthonormal frame ωµ (the “normal” part now only makes
limited sense: it is no longer possible to compare the length of two covectors not situated in
the same cotangent space). As the local symmetry group is now larger than the rotational
group, from now on we need to pay attention if an index is upstairs or downstairs. On the
bundle, which is now M × SO(n) × R+, the coframe is formed by ωµ, ωµν and ω
λ
λ¯ ≡ τ ,
with the structural equation

dωµ = −ωµν ∧ ω
ν − τ ∧ ωµ,
dωµν = −ω
µ
λ ∧ ω
λ
ν +
1
2R
µ
νρλω
ρ ∧ ωλ,
dτ = 12Fµνω
µ ∧ ων ,
where Fµν is the scaling curvature.
The covariant derivative for any affine theory, acting on tensor and form components,
are defined by
dvi = vi;jω
j − vkωik, dwi = wi;jω
j + wkω
k
i
so for our present case
dvµ = vµ;νω
ν − vλωµλ − v
µτ, dwµ = wµ;νω
ν + wλω
λ
µ + wµτ,
the placement of indices dictates whether we get a plus or a minus term linear in τ , the
scaling connection.
By a reasoning entirely analogous to the Riemannian case, we can show that all invari-
ants are again tensors. Thus,
dFµν = Fµν;λω
λ + Fλνω
λ
µ + Fµλω
λ
ν + 2Fµντ,
dRµνρλ = R
µ
νρλ;γω
γ −Rγνρλω
µ
γ +R
µ
γρλω
γ
ν +R
µ
νγλω
γ
ρ +R
µ
νργω
γ
λ + 2R
µ
νρλτ.
Besides the “defining” symmetries,
Fµν = −Fνµ, R
µ
νρλ = −R
ν
µρλ = −R
µ
νλρ,
we have the Bianchi identities:

d2ωµ : Rµ[νρλ] = −δ
µ
[ρFνλ],
d2τ : F[µν;ρ] = 0,
d2ωµν : R
µ
ν[ρλ;γ] = 0.
We have the table of involutive seeds
Invariant Normal terms
Fµν µ > ν
Rµνρλ Riemann tensor symmetry
Fµν;λ µ > ν, µ ≥ λ
Rµνρλ;γ Riemann tensor symmetry
1Due to the history of the discovery of gauge theories, this is often compared with the U(1) principal bundle,
i.e., electromagnetism. It is important to note that there are a few differences here and there. In particular, the
electromagnetic connection is separate from the spacetime connection.
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so the degree of freedom is
sn =
n(n− 1)
2
+ (n − 1) =
(n + 2)(n− 1)
2
.
We also know that the maximal number of symmetries of the space is equal to the
dimension of the symmetry group of the homogeneous version of the space, which is in the
present case n + dim(SO(n)) + 1, corresponding to translation, rotation and scaling. For
example, in Cartesian coordinates with the Euclidean metric, the “Killing” vector fields
are
∂
∂xi
, xi
∂
∂xj
− xj
∂
∂xi
,
∑
i
xi
∂
∂xi
.
3.2 The structural equations of Weyl submersion of codimension 1.
Now we can construct the theory of structure preserving submersion in Weyl geometry. For
simplicity we shall restrict the codimension one case. As in the Riemannian case, let the
horizontal forms on the total space to be divided into two classes, ω0 and ωi, and let the
horizontal forms on the reduced space be πi. On the product space we require
ωi = πi.
The reduction of the principal bundle entails, as usual
ω0i = −ω
i
0 = Ki
0
0ω
0 −Mij
0ωj −Bij
0ωj ,
where
Mij
0 = −Mij
0, Bij
0 = Bji
0.
and the first structural equations of the total space are, after reduction{
dω0 = −Ki
0
0ω
0 ∧ ωi +Mij
0ωj ∧ ωi − τ ∧ ω0,
dωi = −ωij ∧ ω
j −M ij0ω
j ∧ ω0 −Bij0ω
j ∧ ω0 − τ ∧ ωi,
we explicitly indicate all indices, including 0, since now in general Mij0 6=Mij
0.
For the reduced space, the first structural equation is
dπi = −πij ∧ π
j −̟ ∧ πi.
Requiring dωi = dπi now, we get
(πij − ω
i
j +M
i
j0ω
0) + (Bij0ω
0 + δij̟ − δ
i
jτ) = C
i
jkω
k,
where Cijk = C
i
kj. First let us antisymmetrise the indices i, j in this equation. This gives
us
ωij = π
i
j +M
i
j0ω
0
as usual. For the symmetric part, if i and j are distinct, we have
Bij0ω
0 = Cijkω
k,
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and since ω0 and ωi are independent, both sides vanish. In particular, this shows that the
only components of Cijk that may be non-zero are those that have all three indices the
same. If i and j are the same, then
Bii¯0ω
0 +̟ − τ = Cii¯˜iω
~i.
This must hold for all choice of indices i, hence
Cijk = 0, B
i
i¯0 ≡ E0, B
i
j0 = δ
i
jE0
and
τ = ̟ + E0ω
0.
Using the quantities Mij
0 and E0, we can exchange the forms π
i
j and ̟ for ω
i
j and
τ . Henceforth we take ωi, ω0, πij , τ to be the coframe (connection) on the total space, so
that the coframe derivative (covariant derivative) in the i direction is independent of the
fibre coordinates.
Now the complete structural equations for the coframe are

dω0 = −Ki
0
0ω
0 ∧ ωi −Mij
0ωi ∧ ωj −̟ ∧ ω0,
dωi = −πij ∧ ω
j −̟ ∧ ωi,
dπij = −π
i
k ∧ π
k
j +
1
2S
i
jklω
j ∧ ωl,
d̟ = 12Gijω
i ∧ ωj.
The last three equations are equations on the reduced space.
3.3 Algebraic relations and the degree of freedom
It is now customary to derive the Bianchi identities for the submersion. First,
d2ω0 = −(12Gij −Ki
0
0;j −Mij
0
;0)ω
i ∧ ωj ∧ ω0 − (Mij
0
;k −Ki
0
0Mjk
0)ωi ∧ ωj ∧ ωk,
so
(3.1) Gij = −2K[i|
0
0|;j] − 2Mij
0
;0, M[ij|
0
;|k] = K[i|
0
0M|jk]
0.
Next,
d2̟ = 12Gij;kω
i ∧ ωj ∧ ωk + 12Gij;0ω
i ∧ ωj ∧ ω0,
giving us
G[ij;k] = 0, Gij;0 = 0.
In particular, this shows that Gij is independent of the fibre coordinates, which should be
expected.
Next,
d2ωi = −12(S
i
jkl − δ
i
lGjk)ω
j ∧ ωk ∧ ωl,
so
Si[jkl] = δ
i
[lGjk],
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which is the extension of the first Bianchi identity. We can get a clearer picture of how
these two quantities are related by forming the contraction of the Ricci tensor:
(3.2) S[jl] =
p−2
2 Gjl
where p is the dimension of the reduced space, or n − 1 in our case. Hence the scaling
curvature contributes to the antisymmetric part of the Ricci tensor. Finally,
d2πij =
1
2S
i
jkl;mω
m ∧ ωk ∧ ωl + 12S
i
jkl;0ω
0 ∧ ωk ∧ ωl,
which gives
Sij[kl;m] = 0, S
i
jkl;0 = 0,
which are the usual second Bianchi identity and the condition that Sijkl is independent of
the fibre coordinates.
Armed with these identities, we can arrange the invariants
Invariant Independent terms
E0 all
Mij0 i > j
Ki00 all
Sijkl i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l
Gij i > j
E0;i all
E0;0 all
Mij0;k i > j, i ≥ k
Ki00;0 all
Ki00;j all
Sijkl;m i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l, k ≥ m
Gij;k i > j, i ≥ k
Mij0;kl i > j, i ≥ k, k ≥ l
Ki00;jk j ≥ k
Ki00;0j all
Ki00;00 all
E0;ij i ≥ j
E0;0i all
E0;00 all
Again, the second block can be taken as involutive seeds. Now in addition to Ki00;00, E0;00
also contributes to the Cartan character. We see that, in the generic case, the problem of
structure preserving submersion in Weyl geometry has
sn = n
degree of freedom, one more than in the Riemannian case.
3.4 Invariants of the total space
We also want to get expressions of the curvatures Fµν and R
µ
νρλ in terms of the curvatures
Gij , S
i
jkl and the invariants Ki
0
0, Mij
0 and E0. We just have to calculate.
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From
dτ = Fi0ω
i ∧ ω0 + 12Fijω
i ∧ ωj = d(̟ + E0ω
0),
we get
(3.3)
{
Fij = Gij − 2E0Mij
0,
Fi0 = E0;i + E0Ki
0
0.
From
dωij = −ω
i
k ∧ ω
k
j +
1
2R
i
jklω
k ∧ ωl +Rijk0ω
k ∧ ω0 − ωi0 ∧ ω
0
j = d(π
i
j +M
i
j0ω
0),
we get 

Rijkl = S
i
jkl − 2M
i
j0Mkl
0 +M il0Mjk
0 −M ik0Mjl
0
+Mjk
0δilE0 −Mjl
0δikE0 +M
i
lδjkE
0 −M ikδjlE
0
+ δilδjkE0E0 − δ
i
kδjlE0E0,
Rijk0 =M
i
j0;k −Mjk
0Ki00 +M
i
k0Kj
0
0 +M
i
j0Kk
0
0
− δjkE
0Ki00 + δ
i
kE0Kj
0
0.
From
dωi0 = −ω
i
j ∧ ω
j
0 +
1
2R
i
0jkω
j ∧ ωk +Ri0j0ω
j ∧ ω0
= d(−Ki00ω
0 +M ij0ω
j + δijE0ω
j)
we get 

Ri0jk = 2K
i
00Mjk
0 −M ij0;k +M
i
k0;j − δ
i
jE0;k + δ
i
kE0;j,
Ri0j0 = −M
i
k0M
k
j0 −K
i
00;j −K
i
00Kj
0
0 −M
i
j0;0
− δijE0;0 −M
i
k0δ
k
jE0.
4 Semi-Killing vector fields
It should be noted that in all our exposition so far, we made no use of the concept of
vector fields or Lie derivatives at all. As we have seen, this presented little problem, since
differential forms and coframes are sufficient for us to derive the properties of structure-
preserving submersions we want. More importantly, forms are better behaving objects than
vectors, and in many geometries the concept of vectors is not very useful at all since it does
not enjoy the invariance properties that we usually attribute with it in the Riemannian
setting. Nonetheless, when the geometry is affine, this concept is useful, and since in
physical applications we usually formulate problems starting from vectors instead of from
forms, let us investigate how we can use vectors systematically in the study of submersions.
We will restrict our attention to the Riemannian case: in all affine cases the methods
are similar.
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4.1 Killing vector fields
Let us first study Killing vectors. In a section of the principal bundle of a Riemannian
geometry, the metric can be written as
ds2 =
∑
µ
ωµ ⊗ ωµ.
Let v be a vector field on the manifold. If v is a Killing vector field, then
(4.1) Lv
(∑
ωµ ⊗ ωµ
)
= 0,
where L denotes the Lie derivative.
However, this approach has the following disadvantage. We can calculate the Lie deriv-
ative using its Leibniz property and Cartan’s “magic formula”
Lvω = v y(dω) + d(v yω),
but v is a vector on the base manifold, and what should we do if we are confronted with
something such as v yωµν? Since we are now in a section of the principal bundle, we need
to write ωµν = aµνλωλ and continue the calculation, but introducing additional variables
aµνρ in this way is undesirable.
Let us reconsider our approach. The definition of the Killing vector is (4.1), which
involves the tensor product of the horizontal forms. Why not simply Lvωµ = 0? Requiring
that each horizontal form is separately invariant under the Killing vector is too strong: we
only requires the invariance of the bilinear form. But it is obvious that for every Killing
vector field that satisfies (4.1), we can find a section of the principal bundle such that
Lvωµ = 0 holds: it suffices to use this relation as the definition of the section that we want.
But the relation Lvωµ = 0, which is now required to hold in a particular section, has the
following significance in the bundle: it is not only necessary to specify in which horizontal
direction to move in order to obtain an isometry, but also to specify how we rotate the
frames in this direction. In other words, let V be a vector field on the bundle (in particular,
it is not assumed a priori to be a tensor, and it has components V = VµIµ+VµνIµν , where
Iµ and Iµν are the dual basis for the coframe ωµ, ωµν). The existence of an isometry
requires
LVωµ = 0
on the bundle. Let us see what this implies by calculating the Lie derivative. We have
LVωµ = −(VρIρ + VρλIρλ) y(ωµν ∧ ων) + d[(VρIρ + VρλIρλ) yωµ]
= −Vµνων + Vνωµν + Vµ,νων + Vµ,ρλωρλ
where in the last line we have expanded dVµ in terms of the coframe. We see that
(4.2)
{
Vµνων = Vµ,νων ,
Vνωµν = −Vµ,ρλωρλ.
The second equation is rather curious. Indeed, let vµ be a vector on the base manifold, i.e.,
a tensor on the bundle. We know that
dvµ ≡ vµ;νων + vµ,νρωνρ = vµ;νων − vνωµν ,
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giving us
vµ,νρωνρ = −vνωµν .
Hence the second equation of (4.2) just tells us that Vµ are the components of a tensor,
i.e., a vector on the base. Then the first equation gives us{
V[µ;ν] = Vµν ,
V(µ;ν) = 0.
The second equation gives us the usual Killing’s equation in the bundle, whereas the first
tells us how we need to lift the Killing vector field on the base into a vector field on the
bundle.
4.2 Magic formula and derived relations
In studies involving differential forms it is essential that we include the derived equations
of equation. Even though when we use vector fields, strictly speaking we are not doing
calculations with exterior differential systems, let us do the same nonetheless. Deriving the
magic formula Lvω = v y(dω) + d(v yω) gives
dLvω = Lv(dω),
which is the well-known fact that exterior derivative and Lie derivatives commute on dif-
ferential forms (deriving again yields an identity). Hence, when we have an equation con-
cerning Lie derivatives, we should always include the derived equations as well. Do this for
LVωµ = 0, we have
LV(dωµ) = −(LVωµν) ∧ ων,
so
LVωµν = cµνλωλ, cµνλ = cµλν ,
but as cµνλ = −cνµλ, it vanishes identically. Hence even though we have only required
LVωµ = 0, the vector field we have found on the bundle satisfies LVωµν = 0 as well.
Now we derive the equation we have just obtained:
LV(dωµν) =
1
2(LVRµνρλ)ωρ ∧ ωλ,
giving
LVRµνρλ = 0,
since for the equation to be satisfied Rµνρλ has to be both symmetric and antisymmetric
in the ρ and λ indices.
Now we have obtained that the curvature tensor Rµνρλ is constant under the Killing
vector field. We can derive these conditions further. For example, if Tµ is a tensor and
LVTµ = 0, then
LVdTµ = LV (Tµ;νων + · · · ) = (LVTµ;ν)ων = 0,
where dots indicate terms that are zero under Lie derivatives. Hence, by carrying out more
derivations, we see that all covariant derivatives of the tensor are constant under the Lie
derivative. This result is easily seen to hold for tensors of all ranks.
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4.3 Semi-Killing vector fields and submersions
We have seen that the condition of the existence of Killing vectors
(4.3) LVωµ = 0
for all indices µ (which implies LVωµν = 0) can be taken as the condition for isometry.
Suppose that we have a Riemannian submersion. Then roughly speaking, the forms ωi,
which are pullbacks of forms from the reduced manifold, are aligned along each leaf of the
foliation (see moving-frame-riem). This suggests that we could try the condition LUωi =
0, where U points only along the leaves on the manifold, as the condition for structure
preserving submersion. Since (4.3) now is only required to hold for some indices, we will
call the vector field U a semi-Killing vector field.
Since we have distinguished two subsets of horizontal forms ωi and ωa, this amounts
to a reduction of the principal bundle. All group transformations that transforms between
these two sets are now forbidden and hence the corresponding to these group elements are
no longer independent. Notice that this is different from our reasoning using differential
forms: indeed, such a reasoning relies on the property that the group action on the vectors,
and hence on the forms, are linear, and hence the group is affine. Effecting the reduction
of the bundle, we can easily show that we must have
ωai = −ωia = Kiabωb −Mijaωj
as before by considering the allowed group transformations, but for the moment there is
no constraints on Kiab and Mija. As for U, we now have
U = UaIa + UijIij + UabIab,
with Ua 6= 0 and no term in Ii. We can now calculate
LUωi = d(U yωi) +U y dωi
= (MijaUa − Uij)ωj + (Kiab −Kiba)Ubωa,
which requires
MijaUa = Uij , Ki[ab]Ub = 0.
Now if there is only a single index for a, b, . . . , we obviously have
(4.4) M(ij)a = 0, Ki[ab] = 0,
since we require Ua 6= 0. If there are several indices for a, b, . . . , recall how these indices
arise: these indices arise because we can do a submersion along U. Hence there are as
many U satisfying LUωi = 0 as there are indices for a, b, . . . . Then we see that (4.4) is
also satisfied in this case. On the other hand, if (4.4) is satisfied, obviously we can choose
Ua arbitrarily, then Uij is uniquely determined (Uab does not enter anywhere in these
equations). But (4.4) is just the condition we found for structural preserving submersions
using the method of integral varieties within product spaces. The two definitions are hence
equivalent.
Note that now in general LU acting on ωa, ωab and ωij are not zero. But if we define
πij = ωij −Mijaωa,
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then
U yπij = 0
and the derived equation of LUωi gives
LUπij = 0,
we have recovered the modified connection we have defined. Carrying out the derivation
further simply gives
LUSijkl = 0,
which should not surprise us now. We should not carry out further derivations: it is easier
to carry out the analysis using the method of exterior differential systems as we have done
before.
4.4 Killing vector fields as semi-Killing vector fields
Now it is obvious from definition that every Killing vector field is a semi-Killing vector
field. We will now derive what this implies if we view isometries as submersions.
To make calculation easier, first we change from the coframe with ωij to the coframe
with ̟ij . The corresponding change for the frame is
I
′
i = Ii, I
′
a = Ia +MijaIij, I
′
ij = Iij , I
′
ab = Iab,
hence for a vector field V defining a direction of structural preserving submersion,
V = VaI
′
a + VabIab.
Now suppose that V is also a Killing vector field. First recall a property of Lie deriv-
atives: if LXω = 0 and LYω = 0, then LaX+bYω = 0 where a and b are constants. This
means that if we have several Killing vector fields, we can form their linear combinations
with constant coefficients which are still Killing vector fields. Next, the condition LVωµ = 0
is independent of whatever coframe we choose on the bundle. The easiest way to check
this is to recall the properties enjoyed by the components of V. Since Vµν is obtained by
lifting Vµ, and this lifting needs to be done again once we change coframe, we only need to
check the conditions on Vµ. The condition that Vµ is a tensor is obviously invariant under
change of frame, as well as V(µ;ν) = 0. Thus, for semi-Killing vector field, we only need to
specify that it satisfy in addition LVωa = 0, since LVωi are already satisfied. Calculating,
LVωa = (Va,b − Vab)ωb + (Va,i −KiabVb)ωi + Va,ij̟ij + (Va,bcωbc + Vbωab) = 0,
giving the conditions 

V[a,b] = Vab,
V(a,b) = 0,
Va,i = KiabVb,
Va,ij = 0,
Va,bc = Vbδac.
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As usual, some of these conditions just mean that Va is the components of a tensor. Hence-
forth we will write
dVa = Va;bωa +KiabVbωi − Vbωab.
For the derived relations, in addition to the relations for general structure preserving
submersions, we have
LV(dωa) = −(LVωab) ∧ ωb − (LVKiab)ωb ∧ ωi − (LVMija)ωi ∧ ωj
which immediately gives
LVKiab = 0, LVMija = 0,
(the terms LVωab and LVKiabωi cannot mix, since the symmetries on the indices are
opposite.)
As for ωab,
LVωab = cabcωc,
but cabc has to be symmetric in b, c but antisymmetric in a, b, so it vanishes identically.
We have the additional condition
LVωab = 0.
Now for any tensor Tab...ij..., if LVTab...ij... = 0, we have
LV(dTab...ij...) = LV(Tab...ij...;cωc + Tab...ij...;kωk + · · · )
= (LVTab...ij...;c)ωc + (LVTab...ij...;k)ωk = 0,
so all covariant derivatives of these tensors are also invariant under the action of V.
Now differentiate the relation LVωab = 0:
LV(dωab) =
1
2 (LVSabcd)ωc ∧ ωd = 0,
so for an isometry interpreted as a Riemannian submersion, all of the invariants Sijkl,
Sabcd, Mija, Kiab and all of their covariant derivatives are invariant under any of the
Killing vector fields.
4.5 Condition for a Riemannian submersion to be an isometry
We have learned that the condition that all differential invariants and their covariant de-
rivatives are invariant under a vector field is the necessary condition for the vector field,
which is along a submersion direction, to be an isometry. This condition is also sufficient:
it suffices to note that the Riemann tensor and their derivatives of the whole space can be
reconstructed by using all these invariants and their derivatives, with (2.6). Then according
to the theory of equivalence, since the differential invariants of the whole space match up
to all orders, the group action generated by the vector field is a symmetry of the theory,
and symmetry in this theory is exactly isometry.
However, checking equality of differential invariants to all orders is impractical and un-
necessary. Since we already have a submersion, we only need to ensure the equality of
ωi, ωa, πij, ωab to its copy under the vector field. Then according to the general theory
of equivalence, since in the bundle we do not have any excessive symmetry group at our
disposal and the Frobenius theorem is sufficient, we only need to check the vanishing under
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Lie derivative of the invariants that appear directly in equation (2.7). Hence, in addition to
Mija, Kiab, Sabcd, Sijkl, we need to check the vanishing of the Lie derivative of Kia[b;c] and
Mij[a;b]. The vanishing of the Lie derivatives of these quantities hence constitute the ne-
cessary and sufficient condition for a vector which already generates parts of a Riemannian
submersion to be an isometry.
A special case occurs when we have a single vector field, then since we only have a one
co-dimensional foliation, Kia[b;c] and Mij[a;b] vanish identically, as well as Sabcd. As Sijkl is
invariant under the vector field automatically (condition for Riemannian submersion), we
only need to check the vanishing of Lie derivatives of Mija and Kiab. But now we have
V = λI0 (I0 is the single tangent vector along the leaves and λ is a positive scalar function),
and
LVMij = λM˙ij , LVKi = λK˙i,
where we have suppressed all 0 indices and used a dot to denote covariant derivation in the
fibre direction. Hence, we require M˙ij = 0 and K˙i = 0, and in this co-dimension 1 case, in
general when we want to check a quantity is invariant under the submersion vector field,
we only need to check that its covariant derivative in this direction vanishes.
We can also integrate to obtain the parameter λ as a function of the coordinates.
Working with a section of the principal bundle, we know that our vector field v = λI0
already satisfies
LλI0
∑
ωi ⊗ ωi = 0.
With our condition Mija = −Mjia, Kiab = Kiba, this is an identity. Hence we only need to
require
0 = LλI0(ω0 ⊗ ω0)
= 2λ˙ ω0 ⊗ ω0 + 2(λ;i − λKi)(ωi ⊗S ω0),
so the positive function λ must also be constant along the leaves. As for λ;i = λKi, using
any coordinates where xi are the coordinates on the reduced manifold, it suffices to integrate
the equation
∂ log λ
∂xi
= Ki.
If we do not yet know the condition for isometry, we can see it from this equation: Ki is
the derivative on the reduced manifold of something independent of the fibre coordinates,
so K˙ = 0. Since Ki is obtained from a differential, K[i;j] = 0, but we have from the general
equations of submersion, K[i|ab;|j] = −Mij(a;b), so in this case M˙ij = −K[i;j] = 0.
On the other hand, if the co-dimension is greater than one, attempting to carry out the
same explicit integration yields complicated partial differential equations containing higher
derivatives.
Applications to relativistic fluid
mechanics
In this part we will apply the framework of structure-preserving submersions to study
relativistic flows. As we have mentioned, the emphasis of this approach is on the reduction
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of variables.
5 Born rigid flow
5.1 Definition and structure
The notion of rigidity in Newtonian spacetime is intuitive and straightforward. It is natural
to extend this notion to the theory of relativity discovered by Einstein. Such a definition
is given by Born [18], which reads:
Definition. A body is called rigid if the distance between neighbouring pair of particles,
measured orthogonal to the worldlines of either of them, remains constant along the world-
line.
Let us immediately note a few things. First, the same wording can be used to define
rigidity in Newtonian spacetime, if the notion of worldline and orthogonality are defined in
the obvious manner. Second, in relativity, this condition should be taken to be infinitesimal,
since the distance “orthogonal” to a worldline only has a precise meaning in such a limit
(in Newtonian spacetime, however, this condition makes sense even with respect to finite
distance). If we denote the vector field along the worldlines to be λI0 and an orthonormal
co-frame to be ω0, ωi, we see that this condition for rigidity is simply
LλI0(ωi ⊗ ωi) = 0,
and comparing with our discussion of semi-Killing vectors, we see that this condition is
just the condition for a Riemannian submersion of codimension one. Hence we can use
our results about Riemannian submersions to study rigid flow in relativity (of course, since
we have been doing Riemannian submersions, we need the so-called “Wick rotation” trick,
which we will apply implicitly).
The structural equations of rigid flow in relativity is a much simplified version of the
structural equations for Riemannian submersion. Let ω0, ωi be the basic coframe, parts of
the vertical forms decomposes:
ω0i = −ωi0 = Ki00ω0 −Mij0ωj ≡ Kiω0 −Mijωj,
and rigidity requires M(ij) = 0. Now we can immediately give physical interpretations to
Mij and Ki: since we have
dI0 = Kiω0Ii +MijωjIi,
we see that Ki and Mij are just the acceleration and vorticity of the flow respectively, and
the flow is shear-free and expansion-free (for an introduction to the usual definition of these
quantities using coordinates, see [26]). The modified connection is defined by
πij = ωij −Mijω0,
and the structural equations now read

dωi = −πij ∧ ωj,
dω0 = −Kiω0 ∧ ωi −Mijωi ∧ ωj,
dπij = −πik ∧ πkj +
1
2Sijklωk ∧ ωl.
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We can also write the Riemann tensors in terms of the invariants:
(5.1)


Rijkl = Sijkl +MilMjk −MikMjl − 2MijMkl,
Rijk0 =Mij;k −MjkKi +MikKj +MijKk,
R0i0j =MikMjk −K(i;j) −KiKj,
and for the algebraic relations, in addition to those that involve exchanges of derivation
indices, the usual ones for Riemann tensors, and those that are obtained by covariant
differentiation, we have {
M[ij;k] = 3M[ijKk],
Mij;0 = −K[i;j].
There are no special equations for second order derivations—this is in contrast with the
higher codimensional case. We can write the table of the involutive seeds
Invariant Independent terms
Mij i > j
Ki all
Sijkl i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l
Mij;k i > j, i ≥ k
Ki;0 all
Ki;j all
Sijkl;m i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l, k ≥ m
If the space is n dimensional, sn = n− 1. Except for n ≤ 2, this is less than the degree of
freedom of a Riemannian space, n(n − 1)/2, showing that not all spaces admit rigid flow.
Indeed, these are just special cases of results already obtained for general Riemannian
submersions.
5.2 Self-gravitating perfect fluid under dissipationless flow
As a first example of how such a system can be used for real problems, we now study the
degree of freedom of a dissipationless flow of perfect fluid. A flow is dissipationless if and
only if it is shear-free and expansion-free, so by our interpretation of Mij a dissipationless
flow is just a Born rigid flow. A fluid is perfect if its energy momentum tensor is of the
expression
Tµν = (ρ+ p)vµvν + pδµν ,
where p is the (isotropic) fluid pressure and ρ is the fluid energy density. The fluid is
self-gravitating if this energy momentum tensor is coupled to the Einstein equation. The
Einstein equation reads
Rµν −
1
2Rδµν = Tµν
(we could add a cosmological constant but this just amounts to shifting the pressure and
energy density). In our situation, this gives

T00 = −
1
2S −
3
2MijMij = ρ+ p,
Tij = (Sij −
1
2δijS)− (K(i;j) − δijKk;k)− (KiKj − δijKkKk)
+ 12(4MikMkj + 4MklMkl) = δijp,
Ti0 = =Mji;j − 2MijKj .
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(The energy-momentum conservation is automatic since we couple it to Einstein gravity).
We interpret these equations in the following way: we have added two variables to our
system, namely ρ and p. The second equation above sets the Ricci tensor of the reduced
space Sij to functions of the other variables. The first equation gives the energy density ρ
in terms of the other variables. Hence now we have the table
Invariant Normal terms
Mij i > j
Ki all
Sijkl after specifying Ricci tensor
p all
Mij;k i > j, i ≥ k, i, k not both maximal
Ki;0 all
Ki;j all
Sijkl;m after specifying Ricci tensor
p;i all
p;0 all
The degree of freedom is now sn = n, coming from Ki;0 and p;0.
This result also suggests how we can specify the Cauchy data for such a problem. For
example, we can specify completely the acceleration Ki and the pressure p in terms of the
rest. Then
Invariant Normal terms
Mij i > j
Sijkl after specifying Ricci tensor
Mij;k i > j, i ≥ k, i, k not both maximal
Sijkl;m after specifying Ricci tensor
Now sn = sn−1 = 0 and sn−2 = n
2 − 3n − 1, and this is the number of functions we need
to specify on the Cauchy hypersurface in order to completely integrate the system.
Note that if we specify in addition an equation of state which gives ρ in terms of p, then
in the table of involutive seeds p;i and p;0 disappears, and the degree of freedom is only
sn = n− 1. The Cauchy data is now a specification of Ki only, the acceleration of the flow.
5.3 Rigid flow in homogeneous spacetime
Our next application begins with the problem of the existence of rigid flow in Minkowski
spacetime. Since there is no essential difference, we should at the same time include the
study of rigid flow in all homogeneous time, i.e., de Sitter and anti-de Sitter spacetime.
Our result would generalise the following classical theorem to all dimensions and to all
homogeneous spacetimes (and later to all conformally flat spacetimes of dimension ≥ 4):
Theorem (Herglotz–Noether). In the spacetime of 3 + 1 special relativity, every rotational
Born-rigid flow must be isometric.
See [24,36,37,37] for more details about the proof of the classical theorem.
Specifying the geometry of the total spacetime amounts to specifying the quantities
Rijkl, Rijk0 and R0i0j in (5.1). Since the total spacetime is now assumed to be homogeneous,
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these quantities are constant. In particular, they do not depend on the fibre coordinates.
Then we can immediately see that Mij also does not depend on the fibre coordinates: it
suffices to take the first equation of (5.1)
Riji¯j¯ = Siji¯j¯ − 3MijMi¯j¯
where i¯ and i represent the same index, with no summation over them.
Now there are two cases that has to be discussed separately.
First case. Assume that Mij does not vanish identically. Then the second equation
contains the equations
Riji¯0 =Mij ;¯i + 2MijKi¯,
sinceMij does not depend on the fibre coordinates, Mij;k does not neither. Then the above
equation shows that if Mij 6= 0, then Kk does not depend on the fibre coordinates where
k can take any index that appears in non-vanishing Mij . Now suppose l is an index that
does not appear in the index of any non-vanishing Mij , then for a certain non-vanishing
Mij , for example M12, we have
R12l0 =M12;l +M12Kl,
showing that Kl does not depend on the fibre coordinates either.
Now we see that both Mij and Kk does not depend on the fibre coordinates. By our
discussion of the relation of semi-Killing vector fields to Killing vector fields,, we see that
the submersion is actually generated by a Killing vector field. It is easy to see that in order
to ensure Mij 6= 0, this Killing vector field must contain some rotational part.
Since specifying a Killing vector field in a homogeneous space it suffices to specify a few
constants at a point, in this case
s1 = s2 = · · · = 0.
Second case. Now assume Mij = 0 identically. The second equation immediately gives
Rijk0 = 0, hence except for the case where the total dimension is 2, the space must be a
Minkowski space for this case to arise. Granted this, then the first equation gives Sijkl = 0:
the reduced space is flat. The third equation gives the equation
K(i;j) = −KiKj.
Now let us use the theory of involutive seeds [25] to study this system. All invariants
involving Mij or Sijkl now vanish. For those involving Ki, we have, in addition to the
equation above,
K[i;j] = −Mij;0 = 0,
so the only independent quantities are now
Ki, Ki;0, Ki;00, . . .
hence
s1 = n− 1, s2 = s3 = · · · = 0,
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the general solution depends on n− 1 functions of 1 variable.
The case where the total dimension is two gives instead
K1;1 = −K1K1 −R0101,
and
s1 = 1, s2 = 0.
Note that this reasoning cannot be extended to the higher codimensional case: if we mir-
ror the reasoning, we only get
∑
aMijaMi¯j¯a independent of the fibre coordinates. Roughly
speaking, the proof goes through because on R there is no non-trivial connected isotropy
group.
It is possible to show that, in the generic case, after specifying completely the geometry
of the total space, the degree of freedom of Born-rigid motion is then zero, and there may
not exist any rigid motion at all: see [25].
Geometrical interpretations: first case Here we simply have a rotational Killing vector
on spacetime. Since Mij 6= 0, the distribution ω0 = 0 gives
dω0 = −Mijωi ∧ ωj,
i.e., it is not completely integrable. This shows that it is impossible to find a coordinate
system (x, t) on the spacetime such that t is the parameter along each fibre, x is the
parameter on the reduced space and for every constant t section we have a section isometric
to the reduced space (such a picture would correspond to our intuition in the Galilean case:
the constant time sections are just the “moving rigid body”).
The equation
Siji¯j¯ = Riji¯j¯ + 3MijMi¯j¯
shows that the reduced space is more positively curved than the spacetime, since M2ij
is always positive (this is in the Riemannian sense: in the pseudo-Riemannian case the
statement still has some content under a Wick rotation). However, the reduced space is
not homogenous. For example, for dimension 3 + 1 Minkowski spacetime, we can use a
coframe such that M12 6= 0 but M13 =M23 = 0. Then it is easy to see that
Sijkl = 0 except for S1212 > 0,
and ω3 is actually a flat direction.
It should also be noted that the solutions we obtain are local, and actually in general
global solutions cannot exist. Indeed, suppose that we choose an inertial frame in a Min-
kowski spacetime such that the Killing vector consists of pure rotation. Then in this frame
the velocity of the vector field is proportional to the distance from the centre of rotation,
and as we go further and further this velocity will exceed the speed of light.
Geometrical interpretation: second case Now Mij = 0, the distribution ω0 = 0 is
completely integrable: the picture of some rigid body moving in spacetime is valid. Fur-
thermore, since
Sijkl = Rijkl,
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we know what these moving bodies are: they are just hyperplanes. The non-zero Cartan
character comes from the time derivative Ki;0. This shows that to specify completely the
motion, we can take an arbitrary point on the moving body, specify its acceleration Ki at a
certain instant and the change of its acceleration Ki;0 at all time. This can be visualised as
an ordinary plane moving arbitrarily in three dimensional space, but we need to remember
that the “time” in this picture is intrinsic and depends only on how the planes at different
time are stacked together and independent of the parameter time in our model.
5.4 Rigid flow in conformally flat spacetime.
Note that in the above calculations we only used a few of the equations (5.1): more precisely,
equations whose left hand sides are the following:
Riji¯j¯ , Rijk0,
and the rest of the equations are easily seen to be satisfied identically. Now we shall
investigate a problem of specifying a weaker condition on the total spacetime: the problem
for which the spacetime is conformally flat. For this, we first need the expressions for the
Ricci tensor and scalar in terms of invariants of submersion, which are easily calculated to
be 

Rij = Sij + 2MikMkj −K(i;j) −KiKj,
R00 = −Ki;i −KiKi +MijMij ,
R0i =Mji;j − 2MijKj ,
R = S − 2Ki;i − 2KiKi −MijMij.
Now we can form the Weyl tensor, by subtracting various traces from the Riemann tensor.
The general formula is
Wµνρλ = Rµνρλ −
1
n−2(δµρRλν − δµλRρν − δνρRλµ + δνλRρµ)
+ 1(n−1)(n−2)R(δµρδλν − δµλδρν).
Specialising to our present case, we have

Wijkl = Rijkl −
1
n−2(δikRlj − δilRkj − δjkRli + δjlRki)
+ 1(n−1)(n−2)R(δikδlj − δilδkj),
Wi0j0 = Ri0j0 −
1
n−2(Rij +R00δij) +
1
(n−1)(n−2)Rδij ,
Wijk0 = Rijk0 −
1
n−2(δikR0j − δjkR0i).
Now what we do with this mess? First observe that we can divide the Riemann tensor,
Ricci tensor and Ricci scalars into two classes. The first class comprises of
Rijkl, R0i0j , Rij, R00, R
which contain only terms in
MijMkl, K(i;j) +KiKj ≡ Qij ,
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and those involving Sijkl. We shall also write Q = TrQij = Ki;i +KiKi. The second class
comprises of
Rijk0, R0i,
which contain only terms in
Mij;k, MijKk.
Then observe that Wijkl and Wi0j0 also belongs to the first class, whereas Wijk0 belongs to
the second class. We can hence mimic our procedure in the homogeneous case, by first using
equations of the first class to solve forMij in terms of the quantities which are independent
of the fibre coordinates, and then using equations of the second class to solve for Ki.
In a sense, the problem is actually easier when the dimension is large: when all four
indices of Wijkl are different, it is just the Riemann tensor Rijkl. Even though we cannot
get nice quadratic terms such asMijMi¯j¯ now, the number of independent equations coming
from Wijkl is O(n
4), whereas the number of variables of Mij is only O(n
2), and they can be
solved completely. Then use the equations Wijk0 for which all indices are different, which
are O(n3) in number, to solve for the O(n) terms Ki. Again this can be solved completely,
except for the case where Mij = 0, as before.
In low dimensions, however, we do not have this luxury, and we need to be more precise
of what we do. We will divide our procedure into two steps.
Step 1. First let us calculate the quantity Wi0j0:
Wi0j0 =
n
n−2(MikMjk −
1
n−1δijMklMkl)−
1
n−2(Sij −
1
n−1δijS)−
n−3
n−2(Qij −
1
n−1δijQ),
which we can write as (since the space is conformally flat, the Weyl tensor vanishes)
(5.2) Qij −
1
n−1δijQ =
n
n−3(MikMjk −
1
n−1δijMklMkl)−
1
n−3(Sij −
1
n−1δijS).
On the other hand, Wijkl can be written
Wijkl = Rijkl −
1
n−2(δikFlj − δilFkj − δjkFli + δjlFki)
where we have defined
Fij = Rij −
1
2(n−1)δijR.
We can use (5.2) to derive the expression of Fij involving only the curvatures and Mij :
Fij =
1
n−3((n− 2)Sij −
1
2δijS)−
3
n−3((n − 2)MikMjk −
1
2MklMklδij).
Now investigate the expression of Wijkl with only two distinct indices:
Wiji¯j¯ = Siji¯j¯ −
1
n−3(Si¯i + Sjj¯) +
1
(n−2)(n−3)S
− 3MijMi¯j¯ +
3
n−3(MikMi¯k +MjkMj¯k)−
3
(n−2)(n−3)MklMkl.
Let the indices i and j go through all permutations and sum, we get
n2−4n+5
(n−2)(n−3)MklMkl = (· · · ),
where (· · · ) represents quantities that are independent of the fibre coordinates. Substitute
back, we get
3MijMi¯j¯ −
3
n−3(MikMi¯k +MjkMj¯k) = (· · · ).
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Now let j go through all possible values and sum, we get
6
n−3MikMi¯k = (· · · ),
and back substitute again gives
−3MijMi¯j¯ = (· · · ),
which says that the quantities Mij are independent of the fibre coordinates.
Step 2. The expression for Wijk0 is
Wijk0 =Mij;k −
1
n−2(δikMlj;l − δjkMli;l)
−MjkKi +MikKj +MijKk +
2
n−2δikMjlKl −
2
n−2δjkMilKl,
and we now know that the first line contain only quantities independent of the fibre co-
ordinates. Consideration of the term Wiji¯0 gives
2MijKj¯ −
2
n−2MilKl = (· · · ),
and summing over all j gives
− 2
n−2MilKl = (· · · ),
back substituting gives
2MijKj¯ = (· · · ),
so ifMij 6= 0 for a certain pair i, j, then for these two valuesKi andKj are both independent
of the fibre coordinates. If i, j and k are all distinct, then Wijk0 is just Rijk0. Let k be
an index such that Mlk = 0 for all choices of l, and choose a pair of indices i, j such that
Mij 6= 0. Then consideration of Wijk0 gives
MijKk = (· · · ),
hence as long as Mij 6= 0 for any component, Ki is independent of the fibre coordinates.
We have successfully proved the following:
Theorem. Any rotational rigid flow in a conformally flat spacetime is a Killing flow.
Note that unlike the homogenous case, here the result does not assert the existence of
any rigid flow, due to the fact that a conformally flat spacetime does not necessarily admit
any rotational Killing vector field.
Cases of n = 2, 3. The above proof holds only for the dimension of the spacetime n ≥ 4:
the factors (n − 1), (n − 2) and (n − 3) appear in the numerator at various places. At a
deeper level, for dimension less than 4, the Weyl tensor is trivial. For n = 2, we know that
all spaces are conformally flat, so this case has already been studied in exist-struct-pres-1.
For n = 3, the condition for a spacetime to be conformally flat is that the Cotton tensor
Cµνρ = Rµν;ρ −Rµρ;ν +
1
2(n−1)(δµρR;ν − δµνR;ρ)
vanishes. This condition involves higher derivatives of Mij and Ki, and in general does not
imply Killing vector fields under rigid flow.
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6 Shear-free rigid flow
6.1 From shear-free flow to Weyl geometry.
In dealing with fluids we often need to consider flows that are shear-free but may have
non-zero expansion. The methods of Riemannian submersion are not directly applicable to
this case, but can we conceptualise it as some other kind of structure-preserving submersion
so that our general method still applies? For any flow, once we separate the flow direction
as distinguished, the adapted coframe has decomposition
ω0i = Kiω0 −Mijωj −Bijω
j − Eωi,
where Ki, Mij , Bij , E has respective interpretation acceleration, vorticity, shear and ex-
pansion. So the condition for a flow to be shear-free is simply that Bij = 0. Now working
on the base, we can check that a shear-free flow preserves the horizontal part of the metric
up to scale 2:
LI0
(∑
ωi ⊗ ωi
)
= E(ωi ⊗ ωi).
For easier calculation, let us lift this unto the bundle and try to find out the lifting
condition for a vector field
V = I0 + VijIij
to satisfy
LVωi ∝ ωi.
We have
LVωi = V y(−ωij ∧ ωj −Mijωj ∧ ω0 − Eωi ∧ ω0)
= Eωi − (Vij +Mij) ∧ ωj,
hence the uplifting is
V = I0 −MijIij.
The condition in the bundle
LVωi = Eωi
is still not very convenient to work with. Let us try to find some quantity that vanishes
under the Lie derivative in the bundle. It is reasonable to try the scaling θi = e
−Λωi. We
have
LVθi = LV(e
−Λ)ωi + e
−ΛEωi
= (E − I0(Λ))θi,
If we write I0 = ∂/∂t, it suffices to integrate the equation
dΛ
dt
= E
2We can take the vector field to be λI0 for any function λ > 0 instead of simply I0 if we want: it only
contributes an overall factor in all the following and does not change any of our conclusions. If the terms to
be differentiated by the Lie derivation contains the form ω0, the factor λ will have significance, as we have seen
before.
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along the flow. This is the simplest differential equation that one could possibly have, and
is always solvable on each flowline, the solution depending on one constant. On the space
itself, a solution for such an equation hence depend on a function of n − 1 parameters, in
other words, on any hypersurface transverse to the flowlines we can choose these constants
of integration arbitrarily (subject to the appropriate smoothness conditions, of course).
To obtain the complete set of conditions, we need, as usual, to differentiate our condi-
tion. We have
0 = LVdθi = LV(−ωij ∧ θj − e
ΛMikθk ∧ θ0 − e
ΛEθi ∧ θ0 − dΛ ∧ θi)
= −LV(−ωij + e
ΛMikθ0) ∧ θj − LV(dΛ− e
ΛEθ0) ∧ θi.
Hence the forms 3
πij ≡ ωij − e
ΛMikθ0, ̟ ≡ dΛ− e
ΛEθ0
are independent of the fibre coordinates. It is also easy to see that
θi, πij, ̟
provide a Weyl connection on the reduced space. Hence a shear-free flow can be interpreted
as a structure-preserving submersion: a submersion that preserves the Weyl structure of
the subspace.
Note that the most general conformal geometry is not what we want: here it contains, in
addition to rotations and scaling, other local symmetries: the special conformal transforma-
tions. If we include special conformal transformations, the geometry is no longer reductive,
and hence there is no way we can define any covariant derivatives along directions on the
base manifold—every derivative necessarily leads us upstairs, into the bundle.
6.2 Riemannian geometry disguised as Weyl geometry.
As we have seen, it is impossible to talk about the reduction of a Riemannian geometry
to a Weyl geometry since Weyl geometry is more general than Riemannian geometry. We
can remedy this by putting the Riemannian geometry into the form of a Weyl geometry,
and talk instead of the reduction of a Weyl geometry to another Weyl geometry. We take
a coframe in the Riemannian geometry θµ, θµν and its curvature R
µ
νρλ, and do the scaling
ωµ = e−Λθµ
for a function Λ defined on the base. The structural equation then becomes{
dωµ = −θµν − dΛ ∧ ω
µ,
dθµν = −θ
µ
λ ∧ θ
λ
ν +
1
2e
2ΛRµνρλω
ρ ∧ ωλ,
we see that
ωµν = θ
µ
ν , τ = dΛ, R
µ
νρλ = e
2ΛRµνρλ.
In particular, this implies
dτ = d2Λ = 0, Fµν = 0.
3We really need to assume the Lie derivatives are linear in θi and apply some manipulation to get the following.
We omit the manipulations, which should be familiar now.
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This condition is also sufficient for the local reducibility of a Weyl geometry to a Riemannian
geometry: it suffices to integrate these equations back to get the value of Λ. Note that for
such a geometry, the invariants has exactly the same structure as a Riemannian geometry
(they have the same value up to scaling), and hence the degree of freedom is exactly the
same. In Weyl geometry we have removed one degree of freedom from the metric by
scaling, but for the existence of the covariant derivative, we have added a scale connection.
In the reducible case, this added scale connection, as we have just seen, is the differential
of a function, hence we need to add back one degree of freedom. In other words, a Weyl
geometry reducible to Riemannian geometry amounts to taking away one degree of freedom
from the metric and add it to somewhere else, and the net change for the degree of freedom
is zero (but such a manipulation is not completely in vain: the symmetry group is now
one dimension larger). This should come as a relief for us: we want to study Riemannian
geometry, and if the degree of freedom is not the same, we have introduced or removed
degree of freedom.
Then there is the question of what happens for n = 2, surfaces. It is a celebrated result
that all two dimensional surfaces are conformally equivalent, so the degree of freedom is
zero, definitely not the same as a two dimensional Riemannian surface. The answer is
that Weyl geometry for n = 2 is not the same as the problem of conformal equivalence of
surfaces. To see this, let us apply the equivalence method from scratch. Let θ1, θ2 be an
orthogonal frame on the surface. For two surfaces to be conformally equivalent, we require(
θ¯1
θ¯2
)
= L
(
cos t sin t
− sin t cos t
)(
θ1
θ2
)
.
Let the lifted frame be (
ω1
ω2
)
= L
(
cos t sin t
− sin t cos t
)(
θ1
θ2
)
,
we can derive the structural equation{
dω1 = d(log L) ∧ ω1 + dt ∧ ω2 + aω1 ∧ ω2,
dω2 = −dt ∧ ω1 + d(logL) ∧ ω2 + bω1 ∧ ω2,
where a and b are torsion. At the linear level, the solution
d(logL) = l1ω
1 + l2ω
2, dt = m1ω1 +m2ω2
contains four variables l1, l2, m1, m2, two of which must be used to set the torsion to zero.
Hence the number of free functions is 2. On the other hand, the Cartan characters have
s1 = 2, s2 = 0,
and since 1 ·2+2 ·0 = 2, this system, which is not completely integrable, is involutive, there
are no hidden conditions for the existence of integral varieties! The solution depends on 2
functions of 1 variables, and the system has an infinite dimensional symmetry group. In
this case we are not justified to prolong the system. If we prolong as we did for the higher
dimensional case, we get Weyl geometry for n = 2, but it describes a different geometry.
What we need to take away from this consideration is that in the so-called Weyl form,
it is easy to deduce that the invariants Rµνρλ and, if we do a reduction under a flow, the
invariants Mij, Ki and E, are just the scaled counterparts of the quantities in the Weyl
frame. In particular, going from Riemannian geometry to the Weyl framework does not
alter the vertical forms ωµν in any way.
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6.3 The structure of shear-free flow.
We can draw the following commutative diagram for what we have done so far:
M × SO(n) //

M

Riemannian geometry
prolongation



M × SO(n)× R+ //
OO
M

OO
Weyl geometry (Fµν = 0)
reduction
II
reduction

M × SO(n− 1)× R+
OO
//

M

OO
Weyl geometry (sub-bundle)
inclusion
TT
submersion

B × SO(n− 1)× R+ // B Weyl geometry
the dotted line just means that we have no use of the map indicated. This diagram is
curious: on the top row, we have M ×SO(n), but at the bottom row we have B×SO(n−
1) × R+: by some magic, we have conjured up the R+ degree of freedom from air. The
equation (3.3) tells us that, in this case, since Fµν = 0,
(6.1)
{
Gij = 2E0Mij
0,
E0;i = −E0Ki
0
0.
and if Gij 6= 0, we really have magic here: we have derived inhomogeneity in the R
+ part
from a geometry where no R+ part exists, recalling that the group SO(n− 1)× R+ is not
a subgroup of SO(n). Observe that to realise this, the restrictions are huge: not only do
we have Gij;0 = 0, so the degree of freedom of Gij;0 lies only in the reduced space, but
since G[ij;k] = 0, locally the degree of freedom of Gij is only that of a vector on the reduced
space.
Let us note several things. First is that, from the Bianchi identity Gij;0 = 0, we get
E0;0Mij
0 + E0Mij
0
0;0 = 0,
so if E0 6= 0, we know how Mij
0 scales on the fibre. From the same equation, we see that
Mij
0 is preserved on the fibre up to scale, so we can now write
Mij
0
0;0 = −λ0Mij
0
0,
then
E0;0Mij
0 − E0λ0Mij
0
0 =Mij
0(E0;0 −E0λ0) = 0,
so if in addition Mij
0 6= 0, the way E0 scales on the fibre is related to the way Mij
0 scales
on the fibre, given by
E0;0 = E0λ0.
We also have another formula for Gij : (3.1), which can now be written
(6.2) K[i|
0
0;|j] = (λ0 − E0)Mij
0.
Another nice property is that, since Gij;0 = 0 and Mij0 is proportional to Gij , if neither
Mij0 nor E0 vanishes the principal bundle can be reduced further: basicallyMij0 is invariant
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up to scale on each fibre, so it is a well-defined quantity on the reduced space up to scale.
We can then use the residual SO(n − 1) symmetry on the reduced space to set various
components of Mij0 to zero. For example, if the reduced space is only three dimensional,
then we can always effect a reduction of the principal bundle such that M130 =M230 = 0.
Again we can calculate the following table for the generic case
Invariant Normal terms
E0 all
Mij0 i > j
Ki00 all
Sijkl i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l
Mij0;k i > j, i ≥ k
Ki00;0 all
Ki00;j all
Sijkl;m i > j, k > l, i ≥ k, j ≥ l, k ≥ m
Except for E0 which does not contribute to the Cartan characters, this table is exactly the
same as in the Born rigid flow case!
6.4 Self-gravitating perfect fluid under shear-free flow
The condition that the spacetime is formed by a self-gravitating perfect fluid amounts to
constraints on the Einstein tensors of the total space. In our framework, these constraints
amounts to 

ρ = R00 −
1
2R,
P = Rii¯ −
1
2R,
0 = Rij , (i 6= j),
0 = R0i,
where ρ and P are the scaled versions of the energy density and pressure, respectively.
Unless we introduce an equation of state by hand, the first equation is useless: it can be
thought of the equation of state itself. The second introduces p − 1 = n − 2 constraints,
the third p(p− 1)/2 and the fourth p (it can be checked that Rij = Rji and R0i = Ri0 are
identities under our assumption Fµν = 0).
Using the invariants we can rewrite these equations
(6.3)


ρ = − 12S + 2M
i
j0Mi
j0 − 12K
i0
0;i −
1
2K
i0
0Ki0
0 − p2E
0λ0 +
p2−p
2 E
0E0,
P = S i¯i −
1
2S − 2M
i¯j0Mij0 +Mjk0M
jk0 −K i¯00Ki00
+ p−22 E0λ
0 + (p−1)(p−2)2 E
0E0 −K
i¯0
0;i +
1
2K
j0
0;j +
1
2K
j00Kj00,
0 = 12(S
i
j + Sj
i)−Mki0Mkj0 −K
i00Kj00 −
1
2 (K
i0
0;j +Kj0
0;i),
0 =M ij0;i + 2Mij
0Ki00 + pE0Kj
0
0.
This is the subject of the celebrated Ellis conjecture (for a review and partial results,
see [38]): namely these constraints together with any barotropic equation of state which
satisfies ρ+P 6= 0 require either E0 = 0 orMij
0 = 0 to hold. Of course, since Gij =Mij0E
0,
this conclusion is equivalent to the statement that the reduced space also has a Riemannian
connection.
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We can see the difficulty in proving this theorem: even in the lowest dimensions (n = 4,
the usual general relativity framework) there are a lot of variables with complicated relations
among them. However, there are many partial results in which additional assumptions are
added, of which we will mention just one: if in four dimensions the acceleration of the fluid
is zero (Ki00 = 0), then the theorem holds. We shall see that, the proof of this partial
result achieves a remarkable simplicity in our approach to the problem, and at the same
time we get its extension to higher dimensions. In particular, the proof does not involve
writing down any differential equation and is due mainly to the symmetry restrictions of
the problems.
Before carrying out with our proof, let us note a trivial result that can be read off
immediately from our approach, namely
Proposition. For an irrotational fluid (Mij0 = 0) with vanishing energy flux
4, either the
expansion or the acceleration has to vanish.
Indeed, the vanishing energy flux assumption is
0 = R0j =M
i
j0;i + 2Mij
0Ki00 + pE0Kj
0
0,
and the irrotational assumption reduces this to
0 = pE0Kj
0
0,
so either E0 = 0 or Kj
0
0 = 0.
If Ki00 = 0 then the fluid is subject to no acceleration, i.e., the flow is geodesic. Now
(6.2) reads
(λ0 − E0)Mij
0 = 0.
From now on we shall assume that neither Mij0 nor E0 vanishes and try to derive a
contradiction. The above equation immediately gives
λ0 = E0,
and we have
E0;0 = E0E0, Mij0;0 = −E0Mij0.
Now take the second equation of (6.3):
P = S i¯i −
1
2S − 2M
i¯j0Mij0 +Mjk0M
jk0 + p(p−2)2 E
0E0,
and derive it in the flow direction, recalling that Sijkl;0 = 0:
P;0 = 4E0M
i¯j0Mij0 − 2E0Mjk0M
jk0 + p(p− 2)E0E0E
0.
So far our consideration has been in the vertical directions. Now change our point of view
and focus on the horizontal directions, we see that∑
j
M i¯j0Mij0 = quantity transforming trivially under SO(n− 1),
4Not necessarily a perfect fluid.
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and the quantity is the same for all value of the index i. A simple manipulation shows that
the absolute value of each component
|Mij0|
has the same value, and this quantity is invariant under SO(n−1). AsMij0 is antisymmetric
in i and j, it has to vanish for n ≥ 4, the cases we consider, contradicting our assumption.
Observe that our proof is valid for all dimensions n ≥ 4, and we did not require any
equation of state: in particular, we did not require P + ρ 6= 0.
It seems likely that for the other cases the equation of state and the dimension restriction
are necessary. Note that the equation of state P = P (ρ) gives P;0 = ρ;0P
′, and both sides
can be calculated independently by regarding P ′ = dP/dρ as a new scalar variable, and
these equations do not involve Sijkl, so the equation of state is actually quite a lot of new
constraints. We shall not pursue the calculations, since we do not yet have new things to
add to the existing results in this case.
6.5 Another look at the conformal Herglotz–Noether theorem
In all of our above calculations we have taken care not to alter the connection forms ωµν on
the total space, so that the invariants such as Rµνρλ are not changed except for a scaling.
But of course we can do otherwise. First take the flat Weyl geometry, with structural
equation 

dωµ = −ωµν ∧ ω
ν − τ ∧ ωµ,
dωµν = −ω
µ
λ ∧ ω
λ
ν ,
dτ = 0,
and now make a reduction of the bundle into a Riemannian space. Since dτ = 0, we can
write, locally,
τ = dΛ = Λ;µω
µ.
for some function Λ defined on the base. Then
dωµ = −ωµν ∧ ω
ν − Λ;νδ
µ
λω
ν ∧ ωλ,
now the term −Λ;[ν|δ
µ
|λ] is torsion in the Riemannian sense: we have a Riemannian geo-
metry with vanishing curvature but non-vanishing torsion. Refer back to equivalence-
problem-1, we see that all torsion can be absorbed in Riemannian geometry. After ab-
sorption, the space we obtain are conformally flat, since it is a scaled version of a flat
manifold.
It is essential to note that such an absorption changes the geometry in a fundamental
way : in particular, this is not what has been done in riem-geom-disg. There we are
concerned with prolongation, whereas here the subject is absorption.
Now suppose that we have a rigid flow on a conformally flat spacetime. By scaling
and absorption, this is equivalent to a Weyl flow on the totally flat version of the Weyl
spacetime. Then we can use the equations relating the invariants of the total geometry
with that of the subgeometry to prove the theorem of rigid-flow-conf, the complication for
calculation now is that there is the torsion absorption procedure involved (and we need to
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derive what it means for a vector field to be a Killing vector field in the Riemannian case,
interpreted in the Weyl framework). The main difficulty of the proof in rigid-flow-conf, on
the other hand, is that the Weyl tensor is complicated to calculate. We shall not give more
details of the proof using Weyl flow, as it does not really represent a simplification. Using
the above reasoning, the theorem proved in rigid-flow-conf can be phrased in another way:
Theorem. In flat spacetime of dimension ≥ 4, a rotational conformal rigid flow must be a
conformal Killing flow.
7 Generic relativistic flow and Newtonian rigid motion
From our study of Born rigid flow and Weyl rigid flow it would seem that we have found a
pattern, and one is tempted to generalise it further: formulating arbitrary relativistic flow
as a submersion preserving an affine connection, together with a condition on the total
affine space requiring that it is derivable from a Riemannian space.
However, this is hardly worth the effort, due to the following reason: note that in our
previous examples, the condition (1.2) implies (1.3). On the total space, this implies that
the foliation due to the submersion itself is enough to split the tangent space into two parts:
only the subspace of each leaf is completely determined. Thus, at least at the linear level,
the foliation on the total space itself is insufficient to determine completely the structure-
preserving submersion: we need some additional data. Of course, in the Riemannian or
Weylian case, such problem does not arise, as the metric allows us to canonically determine
a complement space.
As the total space is actually derived from a Riemannian space, such a splitting is
available to us, but this actually only complicates the matter, as we cannot simply require
that the splitting which makes an affine connection available on reduced space is just the
splitting due to the Riemannian metric: there is no reason such a splitting will give rise
to a structure-preserving submersion, and there is no reason that if this splitting does not
give rise to such a submersion, no other splitting will. Furthermore, such a requirement
would be physically unjustified. Thus we need to introduce quite a lot of auxiliary variables
to parametrise the relationship between the two splittings. Since the whole point of the
framework of structure-preserving submersions is reduction of variables, this really defeats
the purpose (and the auxiliary functions introduced will in general not have any nice
properties).
A case that should be compared and contrasted with this case is Newtonian rigid motion
as a structure-preserving submersion. Here we formulate the motion on a space with a
Galilean connection defined on it. The connection matrix can be written
0 0 0τ 0 0
θi ωi ωij


with the additional constraints
dτ = 0
which guarantees the existence of absolute time,
dωij = −ωik ∧ ωkj
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which guarantees the existence of flat space, and
(dωi + ωij ∧ ωj) ∧ θi = 0
which guarantees the absence of velocity-dependent gravitational effect. For how these
equations are derived, see [21], or the English translation [22]. The structural equation is
for the total space is 

dτ = 0,
dθi = −ωi ∧ τ − ωij ∧ θj,
dωi = −ωij ∧ ωj + Γijθj ∧ τ +
1
2Γijkθj ∧ θk,
dωij = −ωik ∧ ωkj,
and for the reduced space is {
dπi = −πij ∧ πj,
dπij = −πik ∧ πkj,
and the differential system is
θi = πi.
For the analysis of this system together of its degree of motion, see [...]. Here the forms
θi is also only defined up to linear combinations of τ . The most crucial difference is that
here the group SO(n) is a subgroup of the Galilean group, therefore no funny business
of extending the Galilean group to some super group is necessary, and hence we can do
calculations using any splitting which completely determines θi (which physically amounts
to choose an orthonormal frame of reference, not necessarily inertial), and it is not necessary
to introduce any auxiliary functions.
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